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ABSTRACT 

The current study sought to discover the impact of uncontracted braille in early 

stages of learning compared to contracted braille. Eight students who began learning 

uncontracted braille participated- and an informal reading inventory test was administered 

to determine their reading level, word recognition skill, and reading comprehension. 

Two pages of braille writing samples generated by the students were collected to find out 

types and frequencies of braille errors. 

Eight students who began learning contracted braille were matched with those 

who began learning uncontracted braille on four variables: school setting, gender, current 

levels of reading on students" Individual Education Programs (lEPs). and chronological 

ages. In addition, five students who began leaming uncontracted braille and five teachers 

with experience teaching uncontracted braille from the beginning were interviewed by 

telephone. 

Using an independent group t test, it was found that the students performed 

equally well in reading speed, types and frequencies of braille errors, and word 

recognition skill whether they began with uncontracted or contracted braille. In addition, 

it was demonstrated that the students who began leaming uncontracted braille e.xhibited 

better comprehension skill than those who began leaming contracted braille 

Five students interviewed for the current study indicated that they began leaming 

braille before they entered elementar\' school. They reported that transition from 

uncontracted to contracted braille took different lengths of time. Uncontracted braille 

was a motivational factor for family members to acquire braille skills. On the other hand. 
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five teachers who were interviewed reported that professional journals and contact with 

professionals were the sources supporting teaching in uncontracted braille. Teachers 

were motivated to teach uncontracted braille because they believed it would be helpful 

for students with visual impairments who had additional disabilities to acquire braille 

skills for greater consistenc>'. Two braille teachers reported that the use of uncontracted 

braille was helpful in collaboration with the classroom teachers because the students 

could receive prompt feedback from the classroom teachers. 

Overall, the use of uncontracted braille from the beginning of braille instruction 

did not present statistical differences among variables. It was found that interviewed 

individuals had positive experiences regarding the use of uncontracted braille. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Communication is an essential component of successful social relationships and 

academic achievement. People need to speak, hear, read, and write in order to gain 

knowledge, obtain information, and exchange thoughts. As the amount of available 

knowledge and information has increased over the last several decades, good 

communication skills have become more important than ever before. One may be able to 

learn speaking and hearing skills from surroundings where less official and systematic 

instructions are required; however, reading and writing are taught through structured 

intervention strategies. This is why strong emphasis has been given to literacy skills 

throughout one's educational years. 

Before a child goes to kindergarten, he/she may be exposed to literacy 

experiences such as learning the alphabet and gaining understanding about books. When 

the child enters primar>' school, the world of literacy is expanded to reading books and 

writing thoughts. Through this process, children learn the importance of reading and 

writing as well as the rules and regulations related to print that serve the primary role as a 

medium of reading and writing. Once the medium and skills required for reading and 

writing are mastered, students can fulfill their learning needs through exposure to the 

world of academia. Throughout one's life, print serves as the tool. 

People with visual impairments have different needs from those who are sighted. 

Just as the primary medium of reading and writing for sighted children is print, that of 

children who are blind is braille. 
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Although Louis Braille did not live to see braille adopted as the official medium 

for people with visual impairments, the medium has become universally adopted due to 

its convenience and effectiveness as compared to other reading and writing systems for 

persons with visual impairments. Braille enabled people with visual impairments to have 

literacy skills that were critical to be contributing citizens in this society. Braille has 

received great attention from professionals, and it has been the focus of considerable 

research studies (Ashcroft, 1960; Harley, Henderson, & Truan, 1979; Koenig, 1987; 

Kusajima. 1974; Lowenfeld, Abel. & Hatlen. 1969; Meyers, Ethington, & Ashcroft, 

1958; Nolan & Kederis, 1969; Olson. 1981; Rex. 1970, 1971; Umsted, 1972). Some of 

the research studies focused on braille reading, while other work e.xamined writing in 

braille. The research has revealed characteristics of reading and writing as well as factors 

that affect efficiency in braille. The implications of the research helped teachers of 

students with visual impairments to develop teaching strategies that ultimately affected 

their students. A brief description of major studies follows. 

Major studies related to braille can be divided into three groups by their primary 

emphasis: psychological and neurological characteristics, instructional strategies and 

educational implications, and improvement of reading and writing using codes and 

mechanical skills. Because braille is perceived through a different sensory charmel than 

print, researchers focused on the variables that might contribute to the differences 

between touch and vision. Characteristics such as passive touch versus active touch, the 

function of different hemispheres when reading braille, sensitivities of different body 

parts and their tactual acuity, and registration of the tactile sense to memory received 
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great attention (Foulke, 1964; Kusajima, 1974; Millar, 1997; Nolan & Kederis, 1969). 

How to help students with visual impairments on acquisition of braille skills also drew 

continuous interest from researchers. Flanigan and Joslin (1969) investigated a 

systematic method to improve the speed of reading braille. Size and spacing of braille 

were studied by Knowlton (1987) and Pester, Petrosko, and Poppe (1994). Finally, 

professionals made efforts to find out about the effectiveness of braille codes and ways to 

improve mechanical skills when reading and writing braille. For instance, Ashcroft 

(1960), Koenig and Ashcroft (1993), and Nolan and Kederis (1969) identified out die 

types and order of errors that were frequently committed by students in using braille 

contractions. Other researchers focused on hand movements and the use of different 

fingers. Detailed discussion of braille-related studies that are relevant to the topic of this 

document are further discussed in Chapter 2. 

Statement of the Problem 

Although there are common literacy experience for all readers, there are some 

differences between those who read braille and print. The differences may be clearer as 

the focus is e.xpanded beyond literacy itself to include the code—the tool of literacy. 

Wormsley (1997) discussed four differences between print and braille. They are tactile 

versus visual reading, complexity of the code, availability of materials, and opportunities 

for general usage. 

The most distinct difference between braille and print is the channel that retrieves 

information. Visual readers read as many as 15 characters at a fixation while braille 

readers must contact each character. Consequently, the amount of information retrieved 
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by the visual sense is larger than that received through touch. Readers who use print can 

read several times faster than braille readers. For e.xample, Foulke (1991) reported that 

readers who were visually impaired read 65 to 76 words per minute at the junior high 

school level and 80 to 90 words per minute at the senior high school level. Nolan and 

Kederis (1969) also reported that the oral reading speed of students with visual 

impairments was 90 words per minute. Lowenfeld et al. (1969) reported reading rates of 

116 words per minute for students in residential schools and 149 words for students in a 

public school setting. 

Comple.xity of the code is another major difference between print and braille. 

When braille was first adopted to the United States, there was disagreement between 

professionals regarding the code. 

The Americans adopted most of the contractions of British Grade Two, while the 

British gave up some of their contractions and accepted the reversal of the capital 

and italic signs. There were certain compromises in rules of writing that were 

also agreed upon, and with those adjustments. Standard English Braille came into 

being (Farrell, 1956, p. 115). 

Therefore, the United States had two types of braille: uncontracted and contracted braille. 

Uncontracted braille includes 26 alphabet letters and punctuation. Contracted braille uses 

special symbols and abbreviations to represent letter combinations or words. Due to the 

space-saving feature and the lack of braille material production, contracted braille is the 

main type that has been produced and taught. It was generally believed that the number 

of people who needed to use uncontracted braille was small, and thus the limited capacity 
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of braille production only allowed for production of contracted braille materials. In turn, 

teachers decided to teach contracted braille from the first grade in schools. Although 

contracted braille had unique features such as saving space by as much as 30% and, 

thereby, reducing production cost, it also introduced some new problems. First, comple.x 

rules and regulations prevented people with visual impairments and with additional 

disabilities from learning and using braille as their primary reading and writing medium. 

Second, those who were integrated in regular classrooms could not receive instant 

feedback from their sighted peers and classroom teachers because contracted braille was 

difficult to learn because it does not exactly correspond with print. Furthermore, 

publishers should employ proofreaders to check highly contracted materials for 

typographic errors or orthographic errors that were related to contractions and 

abbreviations. Some researchers insisted that uncontracted braille might have many 

potential users (Johnson. 1989; Nilsson. 1982; Nolan. 1979; Troughton. 1992; Ziegel & 

Ostendorff. 1953). However, there was very little information available to support the 

use of uncontracted braille. The development of computer technology allowed easier 

production of braille materials. Furthermore, the combination of braille translation 

software and a braille embosser makes it possible to produce both uncontracted and 

contracted braille without costly braille proofreading. 

The third difference indicated by Wormsley and D'Andrea (1997), availability of 

material, can also be related to the issue of types of braille. With respect to uncontracted 

braille, further development of computer technology will enable people with visual 
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impairments to produce braille instantly. Translating printed materials to braille also will 

be easier as optical character recognition technology develops. 

The passage of PL 94-142 accelerated the speed of integration of people with 

visual impairments into public schools. Now. approximately 85% of students with visual 

impairments are integrated and educated with their sighted peers. It is generally assumed 

that students with visual impairments require one and one-half to two hours per day of 

direct instruction to maximize their potential in the area of reading (Koenig & Holbrook. 

2000; Rex. Koenig. Wormsley. & Baker. 1994). although there is a limitation of 

databases to determine the appropriate amount of time needed to fulfill the needs of each 

students in the area of expended core curriculum (Hatlen. 1996). In many cases. 

however, the large caseload of itinerant teachers may prevent them from providing a 

supportive environment for students learning braille (Wittenstein & Pardee, 1996). When 

students with visual impairments are introduced to contracted braille first, they receive 

limited feedback from their classroom teachers regarding braille. However, students with 

visual impairments who are integrated and instructed with their sighted peers and 

itinerant teachers in the field are often asked to provide consultation services rather than 

direct teaching (Ryles. 1996). Furthermore, contracted braille requires more time for 

instruction. 

Although many problems related to contracted braille and the complexity of the 

code were identified, there has been no systematic research designed to answer questions 

about the relative efficiency of the two forms of braille. A possible solution is to find out 

whether uncontracted braille influences the reading skills of students with visual 
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impairments. This study proposes to do that by comparing actual outcomes of students 

who are taught to read in contracted braille with those who begin with uncontracted 

braille. 

Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there is a relationship 

between reading abilities and the experiences of students who learn to read uncontracted 

braille before contracted braille is introduced. To accomplish this, qualitative and 

quantitative methods were utilized. Quantitative measures were addressed by scores 

from Johns" Basic Reading Inventory (BRI) (1997,2001) and writing and spelling skills 

that were analyzed from collected sample sheets. The outcomes of an Informal Reading 

Inventory were compared between students who were exposed to contracted braille in the 

first grade and those who were exposed to uncontracted braille in the first grade. 

Qualitative measures included interviews with five individuals who were early users of 

uncontracted braille and five teachers who had taught at least one student using early 

uncontracted braille. Interviews were conducted to find out the implications of the types 

of braille. Individuals interviewed included people who had read in uncontracted braille 

for at least one year before transferring to contracted braille. Research questions for the 

study follow: 

Quantitative 

1. Are there differences in the reading speeds of students who learned contracted 

braille early during the reading instruction process as compared with those who learned 

contracted braille later? 
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2. Are there differences in types and frequencies of spelling/braille errors of 

students who learned contracted braille early during the reading instruction process as 

compared to those who learned contracted braille later? 

3. Are there differences in the comprehension level of students who learned 

contracted braille early during the reading instruction process as compared to those who 

learned contracted braille later? 

4. Are there differences in the word recognition skills of students who learned 

contracted braille early during the reading instruction process as compared to those who 

learned contracted braille later? 

Qualitative 

5.  What are the remembered reading experiences of braille readers who learned 

contracted braille later during reading instruction process? 

6. What are the reasons that teachers chose to teach uncontracted braille to 

students in the first grade? 

Definitions of Terms 

The following terms are essential to this study and are used frequently in the 

document. 

Braille. A medium for people with visual impairments in reading and writing that 

has two horizontal and three vertical dots in a cell. The combination of six dots can 

express sixty-three different symbols. 

Uncontracted Braille (Grade One Braille). 26 alphabet characters, punctuation, 

and composition signs that do not have ink print counterparts. 
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Contractions. Signs that represent more than one letter. 

Contracted Braille (Grade Two Braille). 189 contractions and 450 governing rules 

that are regulated by the Braille Association of North America. 

Uncontracted Braille Group. Students who were taught to read using uncontracted 

braille through the end of the first grade. 

Contracted Braille Group. Students who were taught to read using contracted 

braille through the end of the first grade. 

Informal Reading Inventory'. A teacher-administered assessment tool which can 

be used to determine level of reading skill to place students in appropriate reading 

groups. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Whether braille is uncontracted or contracted, it has contributed to the literacy of 

many blind people. As more and more blind students with additional disabilities are 

included in school settings, the number of people who are braille users is reduced. 

However, the significance of braille for education of people who are blind or visually 

impaired is still the same and the diminution of the ratio of braille readers among visually 

impaired persons is due to the inclusion of elderly people and those with multiple 

disabilities in the total population. People who are elderly or who have multiple 

impairments are included when calculating the total number of people with visual 

impairments. Often, people who are elderly do not feel the need for braille. Their 

physical conditions may not allow them to use braille as the primary medium of reading 

and writing. In other words, the total number of people who read braille is about the 

same. Rodenberg (1955) reported that more than 8,000 children and 20,000 adults used 

standard English braille and equivalent number of users existed in England. According to 

the 2001 Federal Quota report from American Printing House for the Blind (APH), 5,451 

students with visual impairments were registered as using braille as their primary 

medium. At the same time, 18,385 visually impaired students were registered as 

nonreaders, and 14,935 respondents were classified as prereaders. Significant numbers of 

people from the nonreaders and prereaders can be assumed to be persons with multiple 

disabilities, based on the 50-60% prevalence of multiple disabilities among visually 
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impaired learners (Kirchner, 1990; Sacks. 1998). Among those registered as persons 

with multiple disabilities (1,729), only 25 persons were identified as braille readers. 

To examine the differences between uncontracted and contracted braille, a 

literature review was conducted. Four areas are described in this chapter. Literacy 

development of the general population is described and the relationship of literacy 

development from the perspective of braille learning is reviewed. Second, braille history, 

including the development of the dot system and its controversy, is discussed. The third 

section deals with braille as a reading medium, and its differences from print are 

emphasized. Two advantages for contracted braille and three possible merits of 

uncontracted braille are presented in the final section. In this section, available literature 

dealing with outcomes of early introduction to uncontracted braille is discussed along 

with computer technology and its potential for braille. 

Literacy Development 

Uncontracted and contracted braille have different codes, rules, and functions. 

However, both forms enable persons who are blind or visually impaired to read. In other 

words, braille is a tool with which an individual reads and writes, regardless of the code. 

Because visually impaired children are exposed to braille at an early age as the 

counterpart to print for sighted children, the underlying reading development process of 

children with visual impairments will be similar to that of sighted children. 

Characteristics of reading and its development, however, vary by medium because print 

utilizes the visual sense, and braille is read by touch. Consequently, reading mechanics, 

including hand-fmger movement, should be carefully considered when designing a 
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reading program. There will also be social and psycholinguistic differences that are 

caused by the lack of the characteristics of sensory channels that children use. Wormsley 

(1997) indicated that the developmental stages for braille readers were the same as for 

print. Therefore, it is necessary to e.xamine some aspects of developmental stages to 

define the relationship between print and braille and the early impact of uncontracted and 

contracted braille in the process of reading development. 

Chall (1983) suggested a sequence of reading development throughout one's life. 

It is composed of si.x stages. Stage 0, prereading, covers from birth to six years of age 

and children gain knowledge that serves as the foundation of their future reading. During 

this stage, children are exposed to different aspects of language and may leam how to 

read and to write alphabets. They also leam concepts such as syntax, words, and books. 

The second stage, initial reading or decoding, covers Grades 1-2. "The essential aspect 

of stage 1 is learning the arbitrary set of letters and associating these with the 

corresponding parts of spoken words" (Chall, 1983, pp. 15-16). At this stage, children 

leam the relationship between printed letters or words and spoken language. They may 

read and pronounce familiar words. In the case of unfamiliar words, they may use 

phonetic rules to govem the pronunciation. The third stage. Stage 2, is from Grade 2 to 

Grade 3. During this stage, children's confirmation, fluency, and ungluing sound from 

print are developed. The function of the stage is not to leam new concepts but to confirm 

the knowledge that children gain fi-om Stage 1. In other words, this stage is for fluency 

and speed of reading, based upon decoding skills that children gained through Stage 1. 
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The fourth stage (Grades 4-8), stage 3, functions as reading for learning new 

knowledge. In this stage, children do not read to understand the relationship between 

written and spoken language. They read because they can learn new information from 

reading. The materials introduced during this stage have a single viewpoint - a factual 

relationship. Children begin to leam by reading in this stage. The fifth stage (Grades 9-

12). covers more materials that deal with multiple viewpoints. Students in this stage can 

e.xplore various depths of knowledge from reading and the materials to which they are 

exposed can have more than one viewpoint. The final stage (age 10 and above) is called 

construction and reconstruction. During this stage, people can read muhiple sources of 

ideas and can synthesize them. They can read different books and can come up with their 

own ideas. The difference between Stage 4 and Stage 5 is that the former focuses on 

gaining knowledge and the latter deals more with crystallizing one's own ideas (Chall. 

1983). 

O'Donnell and Wood (1999), on the other hand, proposed the following stages of 

reading: emergent reading, initial reading, transitional reading, basic literacy, and 

refinement. The authors stated most preschoolers and kindergartners could be classified 

in the first stage. This stage functions as the gateway to literate life. Children familiarize 

themselves with print, and their meaningful experiences become the foundation of future 

reading. At the second stage, children will leam the relationship between print and 

spoken language. Furthermore, they will expand their knowledge to words that were not 

familiar to them in the first and second year. The third stage has two goals: to read more 

fluently and to make sense out of reading. The fourth stage can be labeled as reading for 
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learning. Students read in order to gain knowledge from die materials that they read. 

The last stage can be defined as refinement of previously learned reading competencies 

as well as learning thinking competencies. 

Although different words are used to describe reading processes, both of the 

models follow similar sequences. For example. Stage 0 of Chall (1983) is equivalent to 

the first stage of O'Donnell and Wood (1999). In this stage, children are e.xposed to 

printed words and letters. Their experience in this stage is crucial for the development of 

their reading. In the second stage in both models, children need to learn decoding skills 

to understand the relationship between print and spoken language. The decoding, 

however, does not stricth' mean phonetic rules nor is it the only method to teach children 

for their reading de\ elopment. Aaron et al. (1999). for example, insisted that word 

recognition was the foundation of the reading process. Two components of word 

recognition are decoding and sight-word reading. The authors concluded that decoding 

skills were essential for the successful sight-word reading. Stothard and Hulme (1996) 

suggested diat although decoding is an essential part of reading, decoding alone could not 

function sufficiently for reading development. Comprehension and context are as 

important as decoding skills (Kane. 1999). 

Decoding skills can be described as either learning small pieces (letter) and 

building them as a whole (word), or guessing letters and words from the 

experience and the context. Riley (1999) described that there had been 

controversy between the two models that dealt with decoding skills. 
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Two dominant models directly oppose each other. The "bottom-up" theories 

propose a sub-skills approach suggesting that reading is learned initially by 

manipulating the smallest units of language, i.e. letters, words. The reverse 

position supported by theories commonly referred to as "top down" suggests that 

the search for meaning is central from the outset and that the main strategies for 

decoding words are prediction and guessing. (Riley. 1999. p. 217) 

Regardless of which models are utilized in the classrooms, it is clear that children 

cannot build good literacy skills without gaining proper decoding skills as well as 

abundant e.xperience to help them to reading and to make sense out of materials that they 

confront. 

The International Reading Association (IRA) (1985) presented 10 necessary steps 

that are crucial to the development of good literacy for children. 

1. Literacy learning begins in Infancy. 

2. Parents need to provide a rich literacy environment to help children acquire 

literacy skills. 

3. School personnel must be aware that children come to school with prior knowl

edge of oral and written language. 

4. Early reading and writing experiences at school should build upon that e.xisting 

knowledge. 

5. Learning requires a supponive environment that builds positive feelings about 

self as well as about literacy activities. 
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6. Adults must serve as models for literacy behavior by demonstrating an interest 

in books and print. 

7. During their literacy experiences, children must interact within a social context 

so that they can share information and learn from each other. 

8. Early literacy experiences should be meaningfiil and concrete and should 

actively involve the child. 

9. A literacy development program should focus on a whole-language approach, 

utilizing fianctional experiences that include the use of oral language, listening, writing, 

and reading. 

10. Differences in cultural and language backgrounds must be acknowledged and 

addressed. 

Although previously discussed reading development theories as well as guidelines 

for good literacy skills can be applied to the process of reading and literacy development 

for students with visual impairments, there are unique aspects that require further 

consideration. 

For blind and visually impaired children who are in the first stage, reading may 

call for additional inter\'ention to make sure that they have enough experience to begin a 

braille reading instructional program. Wormsley (1997) noted that early exposure to 

braille was important even if the blind child was not ready for formal reading instruction. 

For instance, brailled labels could be placed on children's familiar objects so that they 

could explore them in their daily lives (Drezek, 1999; Koenig & Holbrook, 2000). 

Persons who can braille the labels are likely to be family members of children with visual 
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impairments. Unlike their sighted peers whose family members can read and write print, 

however, children with visual impairments may not expect such support in their home 

environment because not many family members of people with visual impairments can 

read and write braille (Craig, 1996). 

Craig (1996) reported that only one-third of family members of children with 

visual impairments among 112 participants could read braille. Contracted braille for 

them can be an obstacle because they have to learn rules that do not exist in print and a 

complex code of contracted braille. Consequently, children with visual impairments may 

be deprived of having experiences that are essential for their early literacy. 

Another aspect of reading developmental stages and their relationship with braille 

is that decoding skills might be influenced by contracted braille. Not only do they require 

sufficient understanding of the language, but they also are exposed to an additional 

challenge. That is, each letter does not correspond with one sound in spoken language. 

In other words, they may not have an opportunity to gain proper knowledge about the 

relationship between written and spoken language. For instance, the letter c has a 

different pronunciation, depending on where it is located in a word. C in the word can 

makes a k sound but, in the word force, it makes an s sound. Before children with visual 

impairments can explore phonetic rules, they may be confused by the fact that the same 

letter (dot 1,4) can be used as can and c. Many people with visual impairments have 

adjusted to such rules. 

However, it is doubtful whether blind students with additional disabilities would 

understand such complexity so successfully that they would become braille readers. It is 
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clearly indicated in APH's Federal Quota report (2001) that only 29 persons out of 1,849 

who are blind and who have additional disabilities were registered as braille readers in 

1998. The number could become much smaller as more and more rules governing 

contracted braille are introduced because none of them is based upon syntactic or 

phonetic theories. If the impairment of decoding skill due to the complexity of 

contracted braille were from the perspective of a phonetic approach of development, 

essential cues for reading that were significant from the perspective of a whole language 

approach were also deprived. 

Johnson (1989) indicated that braille, due to its contractions, could not show 

different cues in the context for readers to predict. Long sentences or lines in print may 

not be the same in braille. Long words in print may be short in braille. For example, the 

word people is longer than the word enjoy. However, the word people takes up only one 

braille cell, and the word enjoy uses four cells. Therefore, visually impaired students do 

not have as many syntactic cues as sighted students. 

The problem might have a stronger impact on students who were enrolled in 

inclusive classrooms because classroom teachers could not solely focus on the 

uniqueness of the students with visual impairments. Decisions on reading media are 

often made by available resources, not the needs of students (Ryles, 1996). She further 

insisted that there should be 1,400 more teachers of students with visual impairments to 

deliver services to all of the unserved and underserved students. Due to the shortage of 

qualified teachers, students in regular classrooms may not receive enough services for 

their reading development. In such cases, the collaboration between classroom teachers 
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and teachers of students with visual impairments must be even greater. Yet, classroom 

teachers cannot be any help in this regard because they cannot read braille, in part due to 

the complexity of contracted braille. This does not mean that classroom teachers should 

teach braille when teachers of students with visual impairments cannot provide sufficient 

services. Rather, the complexity of the braille code prevented teachers of students with 

visual impairments from building collaborative environments with classroom teachers 

that may be essential for the successful development of the literacy surroundings of 

visually impaired students. The expertise of classroom teachers and special education 

teachers should be collaboratively combined to build a beneficial environment for 

students in the classrooms (Ripley, 1997). 

Learning theories for children with normal vision can be applied to those with 

visual impairments when there is an appropriate understanding of the reading medium 

and sensor}' channel. "There are countless similarities in teaching children who are blind 

and children with normal vision to read and write, as well as countless similarities in the 

way that blind and sighted children learn" (Rex et al., 1994, p. 25). Thus, due to the 

difference in sensory modality and employed reading medium, it is inevitable that some 

aspects of reading and literacy development differ for children with visual impairments 

from those who are sighted. To examine such differences and to understand the impact 

of uncontracted and contracted braille, it is imponant to review how braille has been 

developed and changed over the years. Historic events that are essential for 

understanding the beginning of braille development and adoption of 

uncontracted/contracted braille are described in the following section. 
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History of Braille Literacy 

Although many different systems have been invented or devised for people with 

visual impairments to open the door to literacy, the actual beginning of literacy for them 

did not commence until the invention of braille by a Frenchman named Louis Braille. 

Braille has served as the primary medium of people with visual impairments for the last 

150 years, and different contractions have emerged through the historical event called 

"The Battle of the Contractions" (Lowenfeld et al., 1969, p. 8). As a result, people with 

visual impairments now have contracted and uncontracted braille for reading and writing. 

In this section, relevant historical events relevant to the issues of uncontracted and 

contracted braille will be presented. 

Braille was not the first result of an effort to allow people with visual impairments 

to fulfill their literacy needs. 

They look the form of writing on wax tablets, providing letters carved in wood, 

teaching a blind person to follow the shape of letters in grooved woodblocks, 

forming letters by wire, using knots of varying thicknesses and in varying 

distances on a thread, forming letters by pins stuck into felt or similar material, 

pinpricking letters tangible in relief, and so forth. (Lowenfeld et al., 1969, p. 3) 

A student at the Paris Institute for the Blind whose name was Louis Braille was 

introduced to the code which was originally developed by Charles Barbier. He changed 

the layouts of the system to six dots, 2-dot wide and 3-dot height, so all dots for a cell 

could be recognized by a fingertip without moving it. This system, known as braille, 

became the official medium for students at the Institute for the Blind in Paris in 1854, 
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two years after Louis Braille died. Braille was finally adopted in the United States in 

1860 and became the official medium at the Missouri School for the Blind. At the time 

braille was introduced in the United States, several other tactile codes for persons with 

visual impairments were already in use, and the conflicts between braille and other 

systems including Moon type. New York dots, and Boston type triggered the endless 

historical events that were referred to as "The War of the Dots'' (Irwin, 1955, p. 1), "The 

Battle of the Types" (Farrell, 1956, p. 105). and "The Battle of the Contractions" 

(Lowenfeld et al.. 1969, p. 8). 

These three terms are used interchangeably. However, the conflicts that the terms 

refer to are different. For e.xample, "The War of the Dots" refers to the event in which 

different dot systems competed with each other to be adopted as the official medium for 

persons with visual impairments in the United States, while "The Battle of the Types" 

represents the conflicts between line-based systems and dot-based media. "The Battle of 

the Contraction", on the other hand, refers to the period when more than one type of 

contraction system was used. 

The War of the Dots 

New York Point was developed to reduce the size of materials. Braille reserves a 

cell of space although only one dot was used in the cell. This was criticized, and William 

Wait developed the New York system, which could save spaces by adding additional dots 

vertically. This was known as variable base. Although the system had an advantage over 

braille, there was a disadvantage of the New York Point. Publishers, because of New 

York Point's structural problem, used very few capitals. 
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Modified braille was not as popular as New York Point. The rationale of the 

system was to overcome some of the weaknesses of braille. The frequency of recurrence 

both in New York Point and Modified braille contributed to save spaces and, 

furthermore, let readers read faster by recognizing fewer dots that were frequently used in 

the English language. Farrell (1956) reponed that the Modified system could be 

considered as the most scientific method of arranging dots. Yet. there was not a great 

number of proponents who could promote the system as proponents of New York Point 

or braille did (Farrell. 1956). Consequently. "The War of the Dots" was. in most cases, a 

battle only between braille and the New York system. In 1909, New York Public 

Schools needed to make a decision on the official medium for the students. After 

listening to different sources, the committee decided to adopt braille as the medium. 

This, as a practical implication, was the end of the war. although the "The War of the 

Contractions" was not over yet. 

The Battle of the Types 

Like the line system developed by Hauy, the first effort for the literacy of people 

in the United States vsith visual impairments was made from the modification of Roman 

characters into raised lines. The two noticeable systems were the Boston line type and 

the Philadelphia type. The two systems were not gaining popularity among readers with 

visual impairments; however, the Moon type, devised by William Moon, was widely 

used in the United States. His system integrated arbitrary codes as well as Roman letters 

in order for people with visual impairments to read them easily. In 1884, Moon was the 

official type in 36 British instimtions (Rodenberg, 1955). 
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The controversy was ver\- easily solved by an approach conducted by William 

Wait, the inventor of modified braille system. Farrell (1956) reported that William Wait 

conducted a sur\'ey to find out the outcome of line-based system versus dot-based system. 

The result indicated that only one-third of Boston line type users were reported as fluent 

readers. On the contrary, half of braille students indicated that they were fluent at 

reading. As the outcome clearly indicated, people with visual impairments benefitted 

more from the dot-based system, although the line-based system was much more 

attractive to the educators who were sighted. 

Battle of the Contractions 

In 1905. according to Lowenfeld et al. (1969). a newly revised version of British 

braille was established. The system consisted of three levels of contractions. Grade One 

was fiilly spelled, and Grade Two was moderately contracted, and Grade Three was 

highly contracted. In the same year, the Uniform Type Committee of the American 

Association of Workers for the Blind compared three different braille systems that could 

potentially be used by .\merican readers with visual impairments: American braille, 

formerly knoun as modified braille; New York Point; and British braille (Lowenfeld et 

al.. 1969). Although a standardized system was proposed between Britain and America, 

there were disagreements in terms of rules and contractions. As a result, the American 

Association of Workers for the Blind and the American Association of Instructors for the 

Blind in 1918 developed a new braille system known as Grade 1V2. Along with spellings 

and punctuation. 44 contractions were adopted in this version of braille, and most of them 

were single letter contraction such as d for do and/for father. After a long controversy 
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berween the countries, a resolution was reached in 1932. Contracted braille was finally 

adopted as "Standard English Braille"{LowenfeId et al., 1969). 

As a result of the agreement between the two countries, people with visual 

impairments could enjoy a more abundant literary life because publications could be read 

by those in both countries. Furthermore, the barrier of communication between people in 

different parts of the country or in different countries collapsed. However, the long battle 

between types and configurations of tactile media gave significant impact to the life of 

persons with visual impairments. Furthermore, the frustration of braille readers was not 

over until long after the end of the adoption of Standard English Braille. Irwin (1955) 

indicated that most American publishers, ftmded by the Library of Congress, adopted 

contracted braille immediately after the agreement. However, APH delayed its 

production of contracted braille books, based upon the concem that contracted braille 

utilized too many contractions and, in turn, might be harmful for the development of 

proper spelling, especially for lower grade materials. Grade 1 'Z: was used for junior high 

school materials for this reason. 

This slow adoption of Standard English braille grade 2 has probably resulted in a 

generation of poor braille readers, because the method of teaching reading has 

forced children to familiarize themselves with three successive groups of word 

forms; first, the word form presented to the finger by grade 1 (ftill spelling) used 

in the lower, primary grades; second, the word form of grade 1 used in books 

below junior high school; and third, the word forms of grade 2 in which books to 

be used by most adults are printed. (Irwin, 1955, p. 52) 
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Irwin (1955) expressed the concerns as "unsubstantial dictum'"(p. 53) but, unfortunately, 

the absence of substance had not been confirmed. In other words, the actual impact of 

the current 180 contractions (Ashcroft, Henderson, Sanford, & Koenig, 1994) and the 

governing rules have not been researched systematically in the United States. The 

concerns that APH held for children in early grades have great potential to be studied. 

From this point of view, it can be argued that the war of contractions may not be over yet. 

Studies Related to Characteristics of Braille 

There have been great efforts by professionals to understand general 

characteristics of braille, instructional strategies, and the sensory modality involved. Rex 

et al. (1994) addressed the unique aspects of braille reading as movement, touch. 

memory, and language development. Harley et al. (1979). on the other hand, indicated 

that teaching approach, mechanics, speed, contractions, and concept development of 

braille readers were major components that distinguished braille readers from print 

readers. Because most of the factors identified by Harley et al. and Rex et al. 

significantly influenced the characteristics of braille reading and the development of 

literacy for blind persons, it would be helpful to understand the unique aspects of readers 

with visual impairments and their literacy development with the factors that are unique to 

braille readers. In this section, research related to the development of touch is presented. 

Second, studies regarding braille reading speed are reviewed because they are relevant to 

the discussion of uncontracted/contracted braille. Third, braille instruction and efforts to 

increase the effectiveness of braille reading are summarized, and the stages of braille 

literacy are followed. 
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Development of Touch 

Although many research studies have focused on vision, touch has not received 

great attention from professionals. Millar (1997) described touch as passive or active. In 

active touch, a person moves his/her hands, arms, and body to control the information. 

On the other hand, in passive touch, the information is gathered by cutaneous receptors 

which receive the information when the skin is touched by an object. Although it might 

not be possible to quantify tactual acuity because different body pans have different 

numbers and types of receptors, it is known diat fingertips have the highest tactile acuity 

(Millar, 1997). Two points threshold (to distinguish one object from another) is in the 

highest level in the fingertips. Our fingertips can distinguish as little as two millimeters 

of difference, and braille dots" density is around the borderline of the threshold. In the 

developmental stage, tactile discrimination follows this order 

1. Large solid geometric shape 

2. Flat (puzzle pieces) figures 

3. Embossed-dot geometric figures 

4. Embossed-dot line figures 

5. Braille figures (Kershman. 1976) 

As Kershman (1976) noted, the development of tactile sense began from large object 

recognition to small and fine objects. Finally, the development is completed by the 

recognition of braille. Barraga and Erin (1992) noted that a child should explore general 

shapes of objects around him/her, develop a part-to-whole concept, and detail 

characteristics of objects, ha other words, a child explores from large objects to small 
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objects, from simple objects to complex objects, and from general objects to detailed 

objects. 

When the tactile sense is fully developed, a child is ready to be exposed to the 

highest symbolic level of tactile discrimination as defined by Kershman (1976). Once the 

child has reached this stage, braille should be introduced carefully. Miller (1985) 

recommended that children who are blind or visually impaired should have the same 

experiences as their sighted peers. Therefore, it is important that they can have maximum 

experience to braille (reading medium) even before they read it. In other words, although 

children do not read braille, parents may read books for children with visual impairments 

and children may explore their braille books. Through this activity, children can develop 

concepts that are relevant to reading such as the concept of top of the page versus bottom 

of the page. Another important activity for children, especially in the pre-literacy stage, 

is to visit their community libraries to find books they would like to read. However, 

Craig (1996) indicated that braille readers use libraries less frequently than print readers 

or those who read braille and print together. This might be because libraries do not have 

braille books. Although there are such materials available, they would not be readily 

accessible to parents and braille readers because they are not written in uncontracted 

braille. 

Speed of Braille Reading 

Tactile reading has some limitations when compared to print. First, the amount of 

information retrieved is different. Simon and Huertas (1998) reported that through a 

fixation, visual readers could see at least 15 characters at a time. Nolan and Kederis 
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(1969) indicated that one character at a time could be perceived by readers with visual 

impairments. This is the limitation of tactile sense and is one reason that braille reading 

is slower than visual reading (Foulke, 1982; Foulke & Smith, 1973; Nolan & Kederis, 

1969). Foulke (1991) reported that braille readers read 65 to 75 words per minute (wpm) 

in junior high school and 80 to 90 words per minute in high school. In contrast, high 

school students who are sighted can read 250 to 300 words per minute. The reason for 

the difference can be found in two features of tactile sense: serial registration and 

limitation of input. 

Nolan and Kederis (1969) conducted nine studies to examine braille recognition 

and reported that the time necessary for recognizing one word (cover time) was longer 

than the sum of the time necessary for recognizing each character in each words 

(synthesis time). The authors concluded that readers with visual impairments read 

character by character and that characters should be registered in the memory. Once all 

characters for a word are registered in the buffer, time for recognizing them as a word is 

necessary. This is why cover time is longer than synthesis time. Foulke's (1982) data 

supported Nolan and Kederis (1969). However. Simon and Huteras (1998) hypothesized 

that braille reading should be much more dynamic than previously thought. In order to 

examine the problem they used a device called a "moving window." This device can 

enable researchers to present fragments of texts in characters, words, and sentences. 

When reading time was collected, it was found that fragmentation of texts impaired 

braille readers more than visual readers. In other words, it took the longest time for 

braille readers to read characters. They read full text at the fastest speed. From the 
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findings, the authors suggested that braille reading is not a serial process and the larger 

unit is involved in recognizing braille. Braille readers may utilize syntactic cues and/or 

context to predict following words. However, the researchers cautioned not to 

overgeneralize the results and addressed the necessity of additional research. 

To examine visual fixation and continuous tactile reading, Foulke and Smith 

(1973) and Troxel (1967) conducted studies to limit the visual field of visual readers. 

Troxel gave participants a tube and asked them to put it in front of their eyes. Through 

the tube, only one character could be observed. Most participants reported that it was 

very difficult to read character by character. Some participants who reached a 

comfortable reading level exhibited 65 to 75 words per minute. From this finding, the 

author concluded that reading character by character might explain the slow rate of 

braille readers. 

Teaching Process 

Tactile discrimination can be developed after third grade. A study by Gliner 

(1966) indicated that there were no differences in the tactile discrimination of third 

graders and college students. However, in a second study that compared elementary 

school students through high school students, there were significant differences of tactile 

discrimination, and high school students showed the highest results (Hannenin, 1976). 

This resuh suggested that students who become blind later in their life may have an 

opportunity to leam braille and use it as their reading/writing medium. A study by Trent 

and Truan (1997) showed a different result. The authors tried to find variables for 

predicting good braille readers. The only variable that was statistically significant was 
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the onset of blindness. Children who became blind early in life were faster readers than 

those who lost their sight later in life. Mean reading speed of students who were 

congenitally blind was 57 wpm, and students who were adventitiously blind presented 27 

to 46 wpm. 

The effort to increase the speed of reading braille has been another major area of 

research. The findings were inconsistent from one researcher to another and even from 

one test to another conducted by the same researcher. Furthermore, much of the research 

in this category, like other studies about braille, was criticized for the lack of a control 

group and too many uncontrolled variables, caused by small sample size and tlie lack of 

resources in the field. Umsted (1970) reported that reading speed could be increased 

greatly by practice with short-form words and contractions. Seventy-two high school 

students participated in the study, and students in the high group gained as many as 25 

words per minute. The author concluded that the practice was effective and contributed 

to the improvement of reading speed without losing comprehension. Flanigan and Joslin 

(1969), on the other hand, found different results. Twenty-six subjects participated in this 

study. The authors observed that reading speed could be increased by training. 

However, as the reading speed was increased, more reading errors were observed. The 

authors noted that longer training might be helpful to solve the problem. 

Crandell and Wallace (1974); Henderson (1967); and Olson, Harlow, and 

Williams (1975) devoted their efforts to finding out if any scientific methods improved 

the reading speed of persons with visual impairments. Yet, none of the methods was 

employed in schools to improve reading speed for braille readers, mainly because the 
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gain was not statistically significant and because extraneous variables were not 

controlled. 

Braille Literacy 

Few studies focused solely on literacy for students who were braille readers. One 

was Holbrook and Nannen's (1997) article in which they pointed out some important 

factors that were unique to braille. Setting appropriate goals was the first step in braille 

literacy. Patterns, although attempted for students to be exposed to supplemental 

materials, provided insufficient reading experience for braille readers. Therefore, more 

and more teachers adapted their own materials to supplement Patterns and the braille 

version of the Basal Series. Without knowing the goals of the students, selecting proper 

materials was impossible. Consequently, the materials or services would not be 

appropriate for them. The second step was to know the onset of the blindness or, more 

specifically, the prior knowledge about print. If a student knew how to read and to write 

in print, a teacher may be able to focus more on the codes and rules of braille. However, 

if the student did not have such knowledge of literacy, development as well as learning 

braille skills should be developed at the same time. The next step was to know if a 

student had difficulty understanding certain contractions. Finally, an important factor 

was the involvement and willingness of classroom teachers to cooperate with teachers of 

students with visual impairments to provide abundant literacy experiences and to develop 

braille skills for students with visual impairments. 
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Uncontracted and Contracted Braille 

The use of braille contractions has received little attention from the professionals 

in the field. Although some teachers and researchers were concerned about possible 

influences of contracted braille introduction in early grades, little research has been 

conducted to find out the scientific relationship between beginning to teach with 

uncontracted and contracted braille. Since contracted braille was adopted and taught to 

students with visual impairments as the primary medium of reading and writing, teachers 

and researchers have discussed the impact over the years. For e.xample. Holbrook and 

Narmen (1997) reported that the potential of uncontracted braille for some students had 

been widely discussed via electronic listservs. Based on the fact that professionals are 

aware of the possible impact and potential for uncontracted braille and its related debates, 

it is necessary- to examine studies focusing on the controversy. This section is devoted to 

discussing the advantages of contracted braille. The potential of uncontracted braille as 

an alternative for some people with visual impairments is presented along with the latest 

development of computer technology and its usefulness for braille production. 

It is very surprising that the current method of exposing early readers with visual 

impairments to contracted braille is not based upon any scientifically proven findings. 

Ashcroft (1960) and Harley (1969) indicated that classes in the United States adopted 

contracted braille although there was no conclusive research to indicate that teaching 

contracted braille was any better than other methods. In spite of the lack of appropriate 

understanding of teaching methods, significant numbers of classes adopted contracted 

braille merely because of gradual elimination of publication of uncontracted braille 
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materials. Although introducing contracted braille was resisted by teachers at first, the 

trend changed because after 1950, APH rarely produced any materials in uncontracted 

braille except a few books for primers (Irwin, 1955). 

According to Lowenfeld et al. (1969), the majority of teachers began to teach 

contracted braille for first graders. Lowenfeld et al. surveyed teachers from residential 

and local schools to find out practical trends of braille literacy development for children 

with visual impairments. The finding suggested that 96% of residential schools and 94% 

of local schools introduced contracted braille from the point that a child was exposed to 

braille. Only four local schools and one residential school taught Grade I'/:, indicating 

that there had been dramatic changes over the years. For example, Maxfield (1928) 

reported that students with visual impairments were first introduced to uncontracted 

braille and Grade 1 '/i was introduced, followed by contracted braille. Lowenfeld et al. 

reported that this trend remained the same until 1945. "The reading and writing of many 

words had to be learned, unlearned, and releamed as reading and writing progressed from 

braille Grade 1 to Grade 1'/-, and finally to Grade 2" (p. 39). However, it should be 

noted that children are not releaming when they change to contracted braille. 

Considering that Grade 1 '/2 and contracted braille are both based upon uncontracted 

braille, children are only leaming new codes, not a new word. That is to say, the only 

component that children should leam is additional codes and associated rules. Words are 

not learned, unlearned, and releamed. 

APH (Pester, 1998) conducted a survey to find out about the availability of braille 

materials and about teachers' perceptions of imcontracted and contracted braille. Four 
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hundred fifty two copies were mailed out, and the recipients were encouraged to copy the 

surv ey freeh' and to distribute it to others who were teachers of students with visual 

impairments. Approximately 500 copies were distributed, and 440 responses to the 19-

item questionnaire asking about current practices related to uncontracted and contracted 

braille materials and instructions were received. The survey results indicated that almost 

80% of the respondents believed that uncontracted braille was needed for preschoolers, 

and 52% indicated that uncontracted braille would be necessary for first graders. Over 

69% of the respondents reported that they had experience teaching uncontracted braille to 

their students. However, no information was reported about when they made the 

transaction to contracted braille. 

Advantage of Contracted Braille 

Despite the fact that there was not conclusive evidence to support contracted 

braille over uncontracted braille, teachers of students with visual impairments and 

professionals, including publishers, used contracted braille. This may be for two reasons: 

space-saving and reading/writing speed. Therefore, research is needed to examine 

whether contracted braille has contributed to these two factors. 

Kederis. Siems. and Haynes (1965) indicated that 31% of space could be saved by 

using contracted braille. In addition, they counted not only literacy codes but also 

numbers, punctuation, and special signs and found that 26.5% of space could be saved by 

employing contracted braille. However, it should be cautioned that there were revisions 

on contracted braille and that the authors did not include spaces in their calculations. 

Durre (1996) randomly selected 39,717 words to examine space-saving features of 
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contracted braille. Her findings indicated that contracted braille took up to 20.42% less 

space than print. The result suggested that the space-saving capacity of contracted braille 

was less than what had actually been believed. In addition, she reported that the top-

ranked 100 contractions contributed to 95% of total space-saving. In other words, 89 

contractions were helpful for only 5% of the total reduction. This does not mean, 

however, that contracted braille, or the 89 character that contributed to only 5% of space-

saving, should be abolished. Contracted braille, as a whole, can reduce space 

significantly. Thus, publishers, professionals, and accomplished braille readers may 

prefer to use it. 

However, it is still questionable whether space-saving would be sufficient to 

support the use of contracted braille without considering the possible potential and 

advantages of uncontracted braille. In addition, children's books, including textbooks for 

early graders, are less thick than those used for older students and adults. Furthermore, 

some of the books include many tactually adapted drawings and pictures of objects. As a 

result, the actual reduction of size of books or materials used for the production of the 

books might not be as significant as originally perceived. The aim of this study is not to 

discuss the effectiveness of overall contracted braille. Rather, uncontracted braille may 

have unknown potential and advantages for students of an early age, and thus it should 

not be considered insignificant. Whereas the majority of errors in braille reading might 

be contributed from contracted braille codes and its governing rules, the compensation 

for the reduction of space by employing contracted braille is too large, and the students in 

early grades might lose too much although they are gaining a small reduction. 
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Ashcroft (1960) tested 723 students, ranging from second grade to sixth grades, in 

the area of oral reading errors. He found that braille readers and print readers showed 

similar types of errors generally. However, a distinctive type of error often committed by 

braille readers was caused by the different sensory modality adapted. Orthographic 

errors were the most common types of errors, and most of them were associated with 

contractions. The rank of orders from the easiest to the most difficult is as follows. 

1. Alphabet words 

2. Full spellings 

3. Words with upper-cell contractions 

4. Words with lower-cell contractions 

5. Words with combined contractions 

6. Words with two-cell contractions 

7. Words with abbreviated forms 

The author recommended reducing the number of uses and meanings assigned to 

contractions, using more cues for recognition of short-form words, decreasing the 

variability at the ends of words, and including more alphabetic and phonetic logic in 

contractions. He also indicated that error frequency throughout school grades was 

similar, and the difference was in the range of statistical chance. However, it should be 

noted that first graders were not included in the study. The author reported that more 

than 80% of students who participated in the study were rated as average to higher than 

average students by their teachers. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that students with 

additional disabilities would do equally well whether they were exposed to uncontracted 
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or contracted braille. The author mentioned the space-saving feature of contracted 

braille. Short-form words, such as al for also, were frequently used in reading text. 

However, short-form words that were infrequently used did not save a lot of space and 

also were the reason for frequent errors, guiding the author to suggest that some braille 

codes may have to be reconsidered. His study indicated that contracted braille 

contributed to many associated errors, and not all of them were efficient for space-saving. 

From the findings, it is clear that special attention should be given to the space-saving 

feature of contracted braille. It may require additional memory load, resulting in 

additional difficulty to braille readers. This effect may be greater for those who are blind 

or visually impaired and who have additional handicapping conditions. Furthermore, 

children who are in the stage of learning to read might consider it as a possible obstacle. 

The reading rate of braille readers is slower than that of sighted readers. 

Although faster braille readers may read as fast as slow or medium sighted readers, the 

mean rate of reading speed is greatly different. Eighty to 90 words per minutes may 

approximate the reading rate of visually impaired readers. A number of studies are 

available for the speed of braille readers. However, their findings vary greatly population 

selected, materials used, and tests given. Foulke (1991) reported that readers who were 

visually impaired read 65 to 76 words per minute at the junior high school level and 80 to 

90 words per minute at the senior high school level. Nolan and Kederis (1969) also 

reported that oral reading speeds of students with visual impairments were 90 words per 

minute. Lowenfeld et al. (1969) reported reading rates of 116 words per minute for 

students in residential schools and 149 wpm for students in public school setting. These 
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studies focused on tlie reading speed of students with visual impairments. Few studies 

considered the types of contracted braille code used in the text and its relationship to the 

reading speed of students with visual impairments. Among them, Nilsson (1982) 

calculated the reading speed of braille readers. The author compared reading rates in 

uncontracted braille and contracted braille. It was concluded that contracted braille 

revealed a higher mean score of reading speed. This suggested that contracted braille 

contributed to the faster reading of braille medium. However, one can argue that 

participants in the study were all contracted braille readers who were familiar with this 

form. In other words, if uncontracted braille readers were selected as the sample 

population, the result might differ. In addition, the text given to the students was back 

translated to uncontracted braille, passages that included contractions and were a less 

familiar code to readers. A more valid measure of reading uncontracted braille materials 

would be not to include words that were typically contracted. Following this way of 

thinking, contracted braille cannot be favored by the assumption that readers would read 

fast by adapting it. Troughton (1992) conducted a research study to determine the actual 

differences of reading speed which resulted from the difference of contractions 

employed. One hundred twenty five people participated in this study, and texts used, 

unlike the previous study, were chosen from words that caimot be contracted. The 

special selection of words contributed to the isolation of the actual impact of the 

differences of the code. She found that 113 of 125 performed better in uncontracted 

braille, whereas only 11 participants were better in contracted braille, leading the author 
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to conclude that, unlike the previous notion, people with visual impairments could 

present higher reading speed in uncontracted than contracted braille. 

Lorimer and Tobin (1979) conducted a study to determine the relationship 

between the number of contractions and reading speed. They came up with four different 

combination of braille contractions. Three of them reduced the number of contractions, 

and one expanded the code. Their findings suggested that reduction of contractions in 

codes did not affect students' reading speed, but expanded code resulted in lowering the 

rate of reading speed. 

By examining previous studies by Lorimer and Tobin (1979) and Troughton 

(1992). it can be concluded that contracted braille may yield a slower reading speed than 

uncontracted braille and that uncontracted braille would not decrease the speed of reading 

by persons with visual impairments. The result is very surprising because one of the two 

most compelling reasons to use contracted braille is its effectiveness in reading speed. 

Further studies are necessary to find out the significance of the relationship between 

number of contractions involved in the te.xt and the reading rate of people with visual 

impairments by including larger participants and texts. 

As discussed, two noticeable advantages expected by the use of contracted braille, 

spacing saving and faster reading speed, do not provide such advantages as promised. 

Therefore, it can be argued that uncontracted braille, unlikely previously thought, should 

be treated as a significant and valuable medium in the field. 
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Unconiracted Braille. An Alternative for Some 

Space-saving and reading speed are the two most important reasons for adapting 

contracted braille. Howev er, there are also compelling reasons for the use of uncontracted 

braille. These reasons include the increase of braille readers with additional disabilities 

and easier access by parents and classroom teachers, resulting in better early literacy 

experiences and instant feedback in classrooms. In addition, the spelling skills of young 

children might be also influenced by the use of contracted braille. Because there is little 

direct research on any of these issues, it is necessarv' to examine relative findings to 

support such considerations. 

There has been great concern about the effects of contracted braille on the 

development of spelling skills. "By using contractions, we will gradually lose our ability 

to spell the words properly" (Nilsson. 1982. p. 199). Johnson (1989). for example, 

suggested that those who learned uncontracted braille in the early grades had better 

spelling skills than those who were included in the traditional approach. Her suggestion 

implied that students who learned contracted braille from the beginning may not develop 

their full potential due to the difficulty of contractions. In order to examine the problem, 

Godshall (1961) conducted a study to examine spelling skills of students with visual 

impairments, ranging from third grade to ninth grade. The author concluded that students 

with visual impairments were above grade level when asked to write with full spelling. 

Two hundred twenty seven students fi-om eight residential schools participated in the 

study, and two standardized tests were administered. The author reported that students 

did better when they were asked to write with full spelling than with contracted braille. 
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Although there were some inconsistencies, the implication was significant. The majority 

of students who participated in the study did not adapt contracted braille as their means of 

writing spelling. The result suggested one of two things: teachers in classrooms were 

usually giving spelling tests in uncontracted braille and students might be accustomed to 

it, or students were able to master full contractions and rules of contracted braille. In 

either case, it can be assumed that uncontracted braille might influence the spelling skills 

of students with visual impairments positively. 

A significant number of students with visual impairments also have additional 

disabilities. "Most teachers for students with visual impairments report that almost 50% 

of their students e.xhibit additional disabilities with vision loss" (Sacks, 1998, p. 4). The 

majority do not learn braille because of the complexity of contractions and the rules. 

Especially for those with a learning disability or mental retardation, the development of 

literacy can be delayed or difficult. "Students with learning disabilities, do not possess 

the skills necessar\' for mastering all the shapes and rules" (Troughlon, 1992, p. 1). 

Troughton reponed that 16 students with learning disability were taught to uncontracted 

braille in first grade. Some of them were switched to contracted braille in diird grade and 

others remained in uncontracted braille. The finding indicated that those who were in 

continuing uncontracted braille showed higher achievement. Smith and Luckasson 

(1995) indicated that teachers should keep in mind that students with learning disabilities 

generally lack organization. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify tasks and to break them 

down into smaller units. Contracted braille is not simple. So many contractions and 

rules are not easily broken down. As Johnson (1989) indicated, contracted braille does 
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not follow the language rules. As a result, it is a very difficult task both for students with 

visual impairments and for those who have a learning disability as well as for teachers to 

learn and to teach contracted braille. 

Com and Ryser (1989) indicated that 50 out of 351 students were reported as 

having learning disabilities as well as visual impairments. Troughton (1992) reported 

that approximately 20% to 60% of students with visual impairments had learning 

disabilities along with visual impairments. However, there are few studies available to 

present the overall size of the population of students with visual impairments who have 

additional disabilities, and. more importantly, it is not easy to distinguish the impact of 

visual impairments from that of learning disabilities in the area of development and 

learning (Erin & K.oenig, 1997). The authors advised that learners with visual 

impairments and learning disabilities often have difficulties by "disorientation in time, 

space, and structure". In addition, the authors discussed the importance of sequential 

learning in the area of braille learning. By citing Troughton (1992). Erin and Koenig 

suggested that uncontracted braille might have significant implications for students with 

dual disabilities as compared to those with visual impairment only. 

Increasing numbers of students with visual impairments are included in local 

schools with their sighted peers due to the fact that they have the right to be educated in 

their community and that their social skills may develop better. As of 2001, more than 

85% of students with visual impairments are included in regular classrooms, according to 

the APH Quota report. Braille skills, which are the foundation of learning, are important 

for successful school lives. Although teachers of students with visual impairments are 
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educated in the area of tactile communication, classroom teachers who function in 

important roles as teachers of students with visual impairments do not have such skills. It 

is clear that braille skills should be taught by teachers of students with visual 

impairments. Yet, reading skills, which cannot be independent from braille skills, are 

taught by classroom teachers. These two elements cannot be taught effectively in 

classrooms without great participation by classroom teachers. Because teachers of 

students with visual impairments cannot be in the classrooms all the time for individual 

children, classroom teachers provide important support for reading through braille. In 

such situations, classroom teachers who are in charge of teaching reading may not be as 

effective because they do not know the medium that their students are using. In this case, 

if uncontracted braille were taught to the students, the classroom teachers could easily 

memorize 26 braille letters of the alphabets, and instant feedback for the students' 

reading could be given. 

Parents significantly influence early literacy development. A parent who was 

interviewed indicated that her child mastered contracted braille while she was still 

struggling with the letter A. If the child were taught in uncontracted braille, the mother 

would perform a much more important role. Sequentially, the child's literacy experience 

would have been more abundant. 

Although there is little research on the topic of uncontracted braille or feedback 

from teachers and parents, it can be easily assumed that uncontracted braille is an easier 

medium for classroom teachers and parents to learn. Logically, when they know braille 
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code, reification of braille learning by students with visual impairments would be 

accelerated. 

The awareness of the necessity of uncontracted braille brought some attention 

from the field. Yet, most of those studies are based upon empirical results. Although 

such qualitative data are necessary, a study to confirm a hypothesis by means of 

quantitative research is inevitable. One study, conducted by Troughton (1992), in this 

sense, is worthy of a closer look. 

Troughton (1992) divided 14 first graders into two groups. The first group of 

children was introduced to uncontracted braille and the second group of students was 

exposed to contracted braille. The first group switched to contracted braille in the third 

grade. Children were matched by age, IQ, and school setting. Through the six years of 

this longitudinal study, the author collected data in the areas of listening comprehension, 

spelling, reading vocabulary, phonics, and paragraph reading. Reading speed was added 

in the third year. Children in the first group showed higher achievement throughout the 

areas tested. Additionally, she indicated that children in the first group could read 

independently, that classroom teachers of children in the first group could learn braille 

signs, and that children in the first group could establish better friendships with their 

sighted peers. 

Troughton (1992) has been criticized for the lack of description of statistical 

analysis subject sampling size, the implication is significant. Students who were 

introduced to uncontracted braille not only showed higher achievement in the first two 

years but also continued to maintain higher achievement over the group of children who 
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were introduced to contracted braille. The margin between the first group and the second 

group reduced at the point when the first group of children made the transition to 

contracted braille. However, this temporary lag of the first group was soon reversed, and 

their achievement across the tested domain continued to be accelerated as compared to 

the second group. 

The Development of Computer Technology and Braille 

Ever since computer technology has been available for persons with disabilities, 

there have been great efforts to utilize such technology in education for them. Recent 

development of braille production systems may have great potential for people with 

visual impairments. Personal computers combined with braille translating software and 

braille embossers can produce satisfactory materials for teachers and students in schools. 

The results of this development are that one may produce instant educational materials in 

braille, that one may produce different levels of contractions by the needs of readers, and 

that the e.xpenses to produce such materials are reduced sharply (Duran, 1994). 

Documents produced on regular word processors are coded to braille formats by 

the assistance of braille translating software. Translated documents are sent to braille 

embossers that produce actual braille materials. Users can set types of contractions used 

in final materials. For instance, one can have materials printed in uncontracted braille, 

although total cost of such production is still high. However, it should be noted that such 

costs are not as high as hiring professional braille transcribers. Considering the ease of 

access to materials, the technology presents overall effectiveness in schools (Nilsson, 

1982). 
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Uncontracted braille will affect the overall educational environment of students 

with visual impairments, but also uncontracted braille might also be more reasonably 

considered. Lowenfeld et al. (1969) implied that most schools adapted contracted braille 

mainly because APH reduced numbers of books published in uncontracted braille. Later, 

practically all materials in braille were produced in the form of contracted braille. Now, 

braille publishers can produce two different versions of braille materials with no 

additional costs. Harley (1969) noted that teachers who taught uncontracted braille in 

their classrooms had difficulty preparing materials because they could not use 

commercially available braille materials. The difficulty, however, may affect teachers of 

children with visual impairments less when adapting computerized braille production 

systems. 

Summary 

This chapter examined relevant historical events in the debate about braille 

contractions. Many systems were competing in the late 19'*' and early 20'*' centuries. The 

war of the dots was finally over with the agreement between the United States and 

Britain. Although one type of symbolic system, braille, was adopted for people with 

visual impairments in America, problems regarding the use of contractions continued to 

exist. 

Visually impaired readers and sighted readers share many common characteristics 

in the development of reading. Different researchers theorized different developmental 

models in early stages of reading. Those who signified phonetic skills and decoding 
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skills were especially confronted by those who prioritized meaning and guessing. In any 

model, however, decoding skill is essential for the development of reading. 

Many similarities exist between sighted and blind readers; the only difference is 

the sensory channel used. Due to the specific characteristics of touch, much research has 

been done to answer questions related to braille. They include reading speed, 

characteristics of touch, and braille instructions. 

The reasons have been contracted braille has dominated uncontracted braille 

without any supporting data discussed. By employing contracted braille, speed for 

reading and writing braille is increased. However, different studies reported inconsistent 

results. The space-saving feature of contracted braille was relatively significant. 

However, actual gain was not as significant as previously thought, and readers would lose 

more things by saving such spaces. 

Uncontracted braille has potential for readers with visual impairments. Among 

the advantages are spelling skills, increase of braille readers with additional disabilities, 

and easier access by parents and classroom teachers. Troughton (1992) found that 

children who were taught in uncontracted braille and made the transition to contracted 

braille in second grade demonstrated higher achievement through all domains tested. 

Finally, computer technology and its potential for education of students with visual 

impairments was discussed. Producing two different versions of braille books is not as 

difficult now as it was in the past. 

It is clear that uncontracted and contracted braille would each have a different 

impact on students" braille skills, especially in reading and writing. To answer such 
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questions, this study compared the outcomes of students who had different experiences: 

Uncontracted braille subjects are those who leam uncontracted braille in early grades, 

and Contracted braille subjects are students who are taught in conventional methods in 

braille. The following chapter discusses the methods and procedures employed in this 

study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

Because the topic of this study has not been thoroughly examined and 

encompasses more than one variable, a single research method may not reflect the full 

dimensions of the issue. This study employs two research approaches to draw valid 

conclusions: qualitative and quantitative methods. The findings of this study are 

strengthened by combining these two methodologies. 

Quantitative Method 

Recriiitmeni 

Between March and December 2001, the study was advertised in newsletters, on 

electronic listservs, and at professional conferences as well as with direct contact with 

possible candidates who were selected from APH's previous survey. 

The first phase of the recruitment began with identifying students who had been 

introduced to uncontracted braille before being exposed to contracted braille. Of the 

respondents to the APH survey, 328 people who indicated that they taught uncontracted 

braille for students with visual impairments in the previous survey were identified. In 

addition, electronic listser\ s dedicated to the professionals for persons with visual 

impairments were used to recruit participants for the first phase of the study. The cover 

letters explaining the purpose of the study and the characteristics of potential participants 

with a brief abstract of the findings drawn from the literature review for this topic were 

mailed out along with a return envelope. From this approach, 59 teachers who had taught 

uncontracted braille to their students and/or were teaching students in uncontracted 
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braille at the time they received the letter were identified. Each respondent was contacted 

via email or telephone to verify the information they provided. From this follow-up, it 

was found that many of the students they referred to received other special education 

ser\'ice along with vision service. Because the research included students who received 

special education services only in visual impairment, those respondents were omitted. In 

addition, the researcher intended to find students who had studied uncontracted braille for 

more than one year to verify the actual impact of uncontracted braille on their learning. 

Some respondents could not be included because the period of teaching uncontracted 

braille to their students was too short. As a result, 22 respondents were qualified as 

appropriate candidates for this study. Consent forms required by the Human Subject 

Committee at The University of Arizona were mailed out along with a detailed 

explanation of procedures involved to participate in the study. The approval letter of this 

study from Human Subject Committee can be found in .-^ppendi-x A. The packet included 

the teacher's consent form, parent's consent form, and the minor assent form with a self-

addressed prepaid envelope and a demographic questionnaire. Twelve teachers returned 

the signed consent forms indicating their willingness to participate in this study. Ten 

students met the requirements of the quantitative portion of the study. 

The second phase of the recruitment began after the researcher identified 

uncontracted braille learners firom the previous phase. Four variables were selected to 

match contracted braille students; they are explained later in this chapter. Three hundred 

twenty packets including the letter of invitation, self-addressed envelope, and the 

description of contracted braille learners who would be matched with uncontracted braille 
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learners previously identified were mailed to teachers who were included on Association 

for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually Impaired's (AER) division 16 

mailing list. This was because AER maintained the most up-to-date mailing list of 

professionals in the field, and itinerant teachers were the most appropriate group to 

distribute the packet because 8 out of 10 students previously identified as students who 

began learning in uncontracted braille were from public school settings. In addition, 

several messages were distributed to electronic listservs, and the recipients were urged to 

copy or to distribute the message to those who may have interest in this topic or who may 

have a student who fit the criteria. The researcher contacted other agencies individually 

to recruit the matching students of those who were in uncontracted braille group. As a 

result, 19 teachers indicated that they had one or more students who could be matched 

with the previously identified uncontracted braille learners. Overall, 10 students (one for 

each student using uncontracted braille) were recruited. However, one student decided 

not to participate in this study, and another student's family did not agree to participate. 

As a result, only eight students participated in this study. 

The response rate for uncontracted braille students was 2.45%, and it was 2.5% 

for contracted braille students. The response rates do not include those who received 

information regarding this study through e-mails and/or advertisements in newsletters or 

other sources because it was not possible to calculate the number of letters originally 

delivered. Thirty nine consent forms for both uncontracted braille students and 

contracted braille students were distributed; 18 were returned, a rate of 46.1%. The 

response rates may be due to (1) Most TVIS choose to teach contracted braille in the 
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early stage of learning, (2) students did not meet the criteria for the study although they 

were taught unconU-acted braille in the early stage of learning, (3) teachers and students 

were busy and did not have time to participate in this study, (4) teachers were not 

comfortable administering the BRI (Johns, 1997,2001) or (5) packets may not have been 

distributed to those who taught uncontracted braille first. The group of braille reading 

students was already small, and the four variables may have put additional constraints on 

recruitment. 

Participants 

Of the 10 students who completed the BRI (Johns, 1997, 2001) and submitted 

writing samples, two could not be included in the data analyses because contracted braille 

counterparts could not be located. The uncontracted braille student group (UBG) and the 

contracted braille student group (CBG) were each composed of eight students. All 

students in both groups (N = 16) reported that their primary medium was braille. 

Fourteen students (87.5%) attended public schools in regular classrooms or resource 

rooms, and two students (12.5%) attended residential schools. The chronological ages of 

the UBG ranged from 7 to 16(N = 8,M = 11.75, SD = 4.2003). On the other hand, the 

mean age of the CBG (N = 8) was 11.50 and the standard deviation was 4.2003. The 

current mean grade levels of the UBG and the CBG on their lEPs were 5.2500 and 

4.1250, respectively. 

Fourteen students (87.5%) reported that the onset of their blindness was from 

birth, one was from 10 months of age, and one was from four years old. Eleven students 

(68.75%) were Caucasian, two were African American, and three were Hispanic. Seven 
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(43.7%) were reported as having no light perception, and five (31.25%) indicated that 

they had light perception. One student had object perception, and three students reported 

visual acuities ranging fi-om 20/800 to 20/1800. Eleven (68.75%) resided in urban areas 

and the others were located in a rural area when the study was conducted. A summary of 

demographic information for UBG and CBG are presented in Table 1 and 2. 

Data Collection 

The study e.xamined differences in students" reading achievement based on the 

type of braille to which the students were first introduced. Participating students in the 

UBG were first introduced in uncontracted braille and were retained in uncontracted 

braille reading at least one year before the transition to contracted braille was made. In 

addition, the participating students were receiving special education services for only 

vision impairment. The matching group of students began learning contracted braille and 

did not receive special educational services other than for vision loss. The two groups 

were matched by four demographic variables: school setting, gender, reading level 

reported on their lEP. and chronological age. The four variables were necessary to 

isolate the differences of students" performances from other demographic factors that 

might also influence students" reading and writing performance. School setting was an 

important variable to control because public schools and residential schools have served 

populations over the years. In addition, comparing the outcomes of the students in the 

two different settings directly would not be meaningful (McMahon, 1999). Gender was 
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Table I 

Demographic Information of Uncontracted Braille Group 

A B C D E F G 11 
Age 18.83 8.16 11.83 9.58 13.83 18.08 9.25 8.33 
Gender Male Female Male Male Male F^emale Female Male 
Race AA C C C C C H C 
Cuirent 12"^ 2iiii 6'" 3"' ylll 11"' 4<i' 3"i 
grade 
Cause of Renal- Goltz Leber's Leber's ROP Aniridia Leber's ROP 
blindness retinal 

syndrome 
syndrome Amaurosis Amaurosis Amaurosis 

Onset of Birth Birth Birth Birth Birth Birth Birth Birth 
blindness 
Vision op nip 20/1800 nip Ip 20/800 Ip nip 
School Public Public Public Public Public State Public Public 
setting school school school .school school Special 

Class-room 
school school 

Reading 
level 

8 1 8 6 8 7 5 -1 

Medium Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille 
Primary 
language 

English English Spanish English English English Spanish English 

Location Urban Rural Rural Urban Urban Rural Rural Urban 
Grade Mostly C's Mostly B's Mostly A's Mostly A's Mostly A's 

and B's 
Mostly 
A's, B's 
and C's 

Mostly 
anecdotal 

Note; op: object perception Ip: light perception nip: no light perception AA: African American H: Hispanic C: Caucasian 
ROP: retinapathy of prematurity 
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Tabic 2 

Demographic Information of Contracted Braille Group 

A B C D E F G H 
Age 18.58 7.75 11.83 9.91 14.16 16.15 9.91 8.33 
Gender Male I'cmalc Male Male Male Female Female Male 
Race C C 11 II C C AA C 
Current II'" <^nd 5"' 4"' gin 10"' 4"' 21111 

grade 
Cause of Etiology Optic Optic Retinoblastoma/ ROP ROP ROP Battens 
blindness unknown nerves nerve Bilateral 

enudeation 
Onset of Birth Birth Birth 10 mo. Birth Birth Birth 4 yrs. 
blindness 

4 yrs. 

Vision nip Ip Ip nip nip Ip nip 20/1400 
School Public Public Public Public school Public Rcsidentia Public Public 
setting school school school school 1 school school 
Reading 
level 

6 -1 7 4 8 5 5 -1 

Medium Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille 
Primary 
language 

English English English English English English English English 

Location Rural Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban 
Grade Mostly A's 

and B's 
Mostly A's Mostly B's Mostly A's Mostly 

A's 
Mostly 
C's 

Mostly 
A's and 
B's 

Mostly 
B's 

Note: op: object perception Ip: light perception nip; no light perception AA: African American H: Hispanic C: Caucasian 
ROP: retinapathy of prematurity 



an important factor because some studies report that female students outperform their 

male counterparts in reading (Cherland, 1994; Gambell &. Hunter, 1999; Latshaw, 1985). 

The current levels of reading and chronological ages of the students were significant 

because reading and writing skills could affected by the maturation of the students and 

might influence differences between the two groups if not controlled. 

When the researcher received signed consent forms and demographic 

questionnaires, the BRI (Johns, 1997, 2001) assessment package was mailed. The 

package consisted of a copy of a braille student's workbook, a copy of the printed manual 

of the BRI. a cassette tape to record the administration of the BRI, and brief instructions 

on collecting the necessary data. Teachers were asked to collect a two-page writing 

sample that was generated by the student with a braillewriter or slate and stylus and was 

not corrected by teachers. The BRI is explained later in this chapter. It should be noted 

that the seventh edition of BRI was used when the researcher began this study, but it was 

discontinued later because the eighth edition was published. As a result, some teachers 

administered the test with the seventh edition and others used the eighth edition of the 

manual. However, the researcher carefully reviewed the new version of the BRI and 

concluded that there were no differences found in the manuals except the publisher added 

a CD-ROM version of the teacher guidebook. This fact was also verified by contacting 

the publisher. 

Teachers of participating students were advised to read the manual prior to the 

administration of the BRI (Johns, 1997,2001) so they would be familiar with the 

procedure. A simple guideline was developed by the researcher and was distributed with 
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the manual. All tests were administered by the teachers of participating students except 

one student whose teacher indicated that she did not have time to administer the test due 

to her busy schedule. A research assistant substituted for the teacher to administer the 

test. The research assistant had previously worked as an itinerant teacher for students 

with visual impairments and thus was appropriate to substitute for the teacher of the 

student. 

Teachers were asked to record the administration of the tests for review purposes. 

All teachers provided with the recorded cassette tapes e.xcept one teacher who could not 

record the administration due to the failure of the recorder. Writing samples of the 

students were collected for spelling analyses, and all of them were verified to be 

generated by the students without assistance from their teachers. 

Instrument 

John's basic reading inventory. Informal reading inventories have been widely 

used to test reading comprehension of students in classrooms. For students with visual 

impairments, informal reading inventories can provide significant information to be used 

as instructional tools and assessment (La\ion, 1997). "More usable information is 

acquired from them than from any other reading-assessment tool" (Lavton, 1997. p. 244). 

Although standardized tests may provide valuable data for students" reading 

achie\ emeni, students with visual impairments in most cases are not included in norm 

groups (Swallow. 1981). Among various types of informal reading inventories, the Basic 

Reading Inventor}' (BRI) designed by Johns (1997.2001) was selected for this study. 

The BRI was selected over many different reading inventory because passages used in 
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the test had not been written specifically for the inventory. Rather, they were selected 

from existing reading materials. The advantage of the BRI, therefore, is to cover a wide 

range of materials (Pikulski, 1990). In addition, it was assumed that teachers of students 

with visual impairments would be familiar with this reading inventory because it had 

been used as a part of learning media assessment (Koenig & Holbrook. 1995). 

The BRI (Johns. 1997, 2001) is composed of two major sections to assess 

students' reading comprehension: graded word lists and graded passages. The BRI 

includes five forms so administrators can choose the most appropriate tool: oral reading, 

silent reading, or supplemental reading. Graded passages are followed by five types of 

questions: topic, fact, inference, evaluation, and vocabulary. The BRI can be divided into 

two groups: student copy and teacher copy. The students' copy has vocabulary and 

passages students will read. The teachers' copy includes samples and blank forms to 

collect data about students achievement. 

Some of the graded passages included pictures which summarized topics 

discussed in the passages. Other than that, there was hardly any portion of the BRI that 

required substantial modification for students with visual impairments. Another factor to 

consider when administering tests for students with visual impairments was to increase 

the time allotment so that braille readers would have sufficient time to complete the tests. 

However, this was not necessar>' for the BRI because it was not a standardized test. 

Rather, students took as much time as necessary. 

Teachers were provided with the seventh or eighth edition of the BRI, a braille 

copy of the students" workbook (commercially available from Texas School for the Blind 
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and Visually Impaired), a guideline to administer the test, and a stamped self-addressed 

envelope. Teachers were advised to start with a graded word list from the manual. 

Teachers were asked to identify the student's independent level of reading, which was 

measured by accurately identify ing 18 or more words out of 20 words in each graded 

word list. Once the independent level was set, the next step was to administer the graded 

passage list. All teachers recorded the session with the provided cassette tape and 

recorded information that were pertained to the reading performance of the student on the 

provided datasheet, e.g.. misread word(s), self-corrected word(s), significant miscue, etc. 

The student's copy of the workbook was translated by the Texas School for the Blind and 

was commercially available for purchase in Duxbury file, which was widely used for 

braille translation software. Only Forms A and C from the student workbook were 

provided because Form B was for silent reading and Forms LN and EX were aimed at 

testing students' additional reading skills. 

Spelling/braille error analysis. In order to examine collected students' writing 

samples and to distinguish spelling errors from errors that were associated with braille 

but not with spelling, the Spelling/Braille Error Analysis (Koenig, 1987) was adopted. 

The analysis scheme was developed to analyze the written braille samples for his 

research on the writing of blind students. The purpose of this tool was "to delineate those 

errors in braille writing that could justifiably be attributed to interference of the braille 

code itself from those errors that were true misspellings" (Koenig, 1987, p. 118). 

Although it has only been used for the analysis of the author's dissertation data, it was 

considered an appropriate tool to be used for the analysis of the writing samples for this 
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study because the types of errors focused on the tool compatible with those of this study 

and provided a clear explanation for processing and analyzing the collected data. The 

categories of errors, types of errors in each category, and data coding sheets are presented 

in Appendix B. 

Data Analysis 

Independent group t tests were used for analysis of the BRJ because these scores 

were in the form of an interval scale. The independent variable, whether students were 

introduced to uncontracted braille or contracted braille first, had two levels that were 

qualitative. Research Questions 1,3, and 4 were analyzed through the statistical 

technique. Hypotheses of the research questions were as follows. Question 1. There will 

be differences of reading speed between the UBG subjects and the CBG subjects, 

measured by word per minute from the BRI (Johns, 1997, 2001), at the significance level 

of .05. Question 3. There will be differences of comprehension level between the UBG 

subjects and the CBG subjects, measured by comprehension scores obtained from the 

BRI at the significance level of .05. Question 4. There will be differences of word 

recognition skills between the UBG and the CBG subjects, measured by number of 

significant miscues and number of correct words obtained from the BRI, at the 

significance level of .05. 

Research Question 2 was addressed by collecting the writing samples from 

participants. Numbers of errors generated by the students in their writing samples were 

analyzed by Spelling/Braille Error Analysis. The hypothetical question for Research 

Question 2 was that there would be differences in types and frequencies of 
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spelling/braille errors of students who learned contracted braille early during the reading 

instruction process and those who learned it later. 

Qualitative Method 

Recruitment 

Participants for interviews were recruited from among teachers who chose to 

teach uncontracted braille and students who began learning uncontracted braille in the 

early stage of learning along with the recruitment for the quantitative portion of the study. 

Beginning in March 2001. the researcher recruited five teachers who had taught 

uncontracted braille in the early stages of their students' learning and five students who 

began learning uncontracted braille. As previously noted, 328 teachers identified from 

the APH survey who indicated that they had taught uncontracted braille were contacted to 

find out if they would agree to be interviewed for the study. In addition, they were 

encouraged to nominate students who would be eligible to participate in the study for 

interview. The study was also advertised through professional conferences, electronic 

listservs. and newsletters. 

It was originally assumed that a sufficient number of participants for both 

quantitative and qualitative phases could be recruited. However, the researcher realized 

that it was not feasible to find 15 students who had learned uncontracted braille in the 

early stage of learning; 10 for the BRI and 5 for interview. Thus, all students who 

indicated their willingness to participate in the quantitative portion of the study were 

contacted individually to determine whether they could participate in an interview in 

addition to the quantitative phase of the study. Two students were recruited through the 
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contact. In addition, three students indicated that they would like to participate in only 

the qualitative portion of the study. 

Using convenience sampling, the researcher contacted five teachers who were 

identified as having experience teaching uncontracted braille to their students in early 

stage of learning. Three of the five were participating in the quantitative portion of the 

study, and two teachers did not currently have any students. 

Once five teachers and five students were identified, human subject consent forms 

with a demographic questionnaire were mailed out along with a self-addressed stamped 

envelope. Upon obtaining written consent from the participants, phone interviews were 

scheduled. 

Data Collection 

Phone interviews of 20 to 55 minutes each were conducted with four students and 

four teachers. One teacher was interviewed via e-mail, and additional responses were 

also gathered via e-mail. This method was the teacher's preference due to her busy 

schedule and family commitments. One student was located within the distance that the 

researcher could travel. Thus, a face-to-face interview was conducted with that 

participant. All participants agreed that the interviews could be recorded. 

Study Participants 

Teachers. The five teachers who participated in the interview phase of the study 

were females. Their mean years of experience were 18.8. All of them were fi-om public 

schools, and one teacher indicated that she had also worked at a residential school. 
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All of them possessed master's degrees in the area of special education. The 

mean number of students for braille instructions was 27.75 for four teachers. One teacher 

could not recall how many students she had taught in braille. Table 3 shows the 

demographic information of interviewed teachers. 

Table 3 

Demographic Information of Interviewed Teachers 

Jeanna Tonv Jane April Suzy 
Teaching 
experience 
(years) 

26 4 15 19 30 

School 
setting 

Public 
school 

Public 
school 

Public 
school 

Public 
school 

Public school/ 
residential school 

Educational 
background 

Master's Master's Master's Master's Master's 

Number of 
braille 
readers 

50 41 5 Don't 
know 

15 

Siudeni. The five students who participated in the qualitative portion of the study 

were braille readers. Two of them were male students, and three were females. Their 

mean age was 13.2. Four students were attending school and one had graduated from 

high school. Demographic information of the students is presented in Table 4. 

Instruments 

Demographic questionnaire. The same demographic questionnaire forms were 

used for both quantitative and qualitative phases of the study, and they are presented in 

Appendices D and E. 

Interviews. Between July 2001 and December 2001, interviews were conducted 

with five teachers and five students who had experience with early use of uncontracted 
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braille. Eight interviews were conducted via telephone, and one interview was done 

through e-mail as requested by the participant. One interview was conducted in one of 

the participant's school where the researcher could travel. All interviews were recorded 

and later transcribed into electronic form e.xcept the one done by e-mail. The researcher 

took notes throughout the interviews to gather information that wase relevant to the topic 

of the study. 

Table 4 

Demographic Information of Interviewed Students 

Jason Sidney Kathy Robert Judy 
Age 8 24 9 14 11 
Gender Male Female Female Male Female 
Race Caucasian Caucasian Hispanic Caucasian Caucasian 
Current -*rd 

J High school 4m 7.n 6'" 
grade graduate 
Cause of Glaucoma ROP Leber's ROP Cataract 
blindness Amaurosis 
Onset of Birth Birth Birth Birth Birth 
blindness 
Vision Nip Nip Lp Lp Lp 
School Public Public Public Public Public 
setting school school school school school 
Reading 
level 

J N/A 4 7 5 

Medium Braille Braille Braille Braille Braille 
Primary 
language 

English English Spanish English English 

Location Urban Urban Urban Urban Urban 
Grade Mostly A's Mostly A's Mostly A's, 

B's and C's 
Mostly A's 
and B's 

Mostly B's 

Note; ROP: retinapathy of prematurity nip: no light perception Ip: light perception 

Because there had not been a qualitative study to deal with the issue of 

uncontracted and contracted braille, no previous interview protocol was available. 
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Therefore, the interview protocol used in this study was developed by the researcher. 

Guiding questions used throughout the procedure were developed by consulting with 

professionals in the field, teachers of visual impairments, and users of braille. Also, 

during the process of collecting data, the researcher added questions that were essential to 

the topic based on the feedback of the participants. Therefore, the interview^ protocol was 

continually e.xpanded throughout the interview phase of this study. 

First, teachers were encouraged to talk about their educational background and to 

provide other relevant information that contributed to the decision to use uncontracted 

braille. Second, teachers were asked about sources of information regarding the use of 

uncontracted braille. Third, they discussed their beliefs regarding the early use of 

uncontracted braille and its effectiveness. Finally, teachers were asked to discuss 

feedback from other professionals and family members of students regarding the use of 

uncontracted braille. All questions were open-ended, so teachers could freely express 

their opinions and could e.xpand their discussion from one topic to another. 

Questions to students mainly focused on 

1. Background information regarding the use of uncontracted braille, 2. Current 

knowledge regarding contracted braille. 3. Transition to contracted braille. 4. Perceived 

advantages/disadvantages of uncontracted and contracted braille, and 5. Personal ideas 

regarding the use of uncontracted braille in the early stage of learning. Guideline 

questions for the participants are presented at Appendix F. 
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Data Analysis 

Demographic questionnaire. The five teachers and the five students for the 

qualitative phase of the study and 16 students for the quantitative phase of the study 

completed the demographic questionnaire. Collected data were entered electronically, 

and frequency data were calculated by using SPSS for Windows, a computer software 

program for the analysis of quantitative data in the field of social sciences. 

Basic reading inventory. The results of the BRJ (Johns, 1997, 2001) were 

analyzed by SPSS for Windows, a computer software for analysis of quantitative data in 

the field of social science. Output data from SPSS were stored electronically and 

transferred to Microsoft Word, a word processing software, to develop tables of the t test 

results. 

Interviews. Each interview was transcribed into electronic format and coded by 

the researcher. Twenty codes for the teacher interviews and 13 codes for student 

interviews are reported in Appendix C. N5, a software program for analysis of 

qualitative data was used to code, to divide the codes into themes, and to double check 

coded texts by using key words such as uncontracted braille for the discussion regarding 

uncontracted braille. 

Reliability 

The results of the BRJs (Johns, 1997, 2001) were translated to an SPSS data file 

for analysis purposes. To check the validity of the score, the BRI administrations were 

recorded, and four (25%) of them were rescored by the researcher. The accuracy of the 

scoring agreement between the teachers who administered the test and the researcher was 
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over 99%. In addition, writing samples submitted by the students were all translated by 

the researcher to text files and were examined by an expert who was well acquainted with 

braille rules and contractions. The agreement between the expert and the researcher was 

over 99%. 

Interview data were transcribed to editable text files by a professional transcriber. 

Once interviews were stored electronically, they were double checked by the researcher. 

The researcher reviewed the files for unclear or inaccurate words and corrected errors. 

Because the questions were open-ended, the structures of the transcribed data could not 

be easily subject to a reliability check. Rather, the researcher decided to use N5, a 

computer software for qualitative study, to verify the accuracy of applied codes. This 

was done by finding related sentences using keywords on the translated texts. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

The present study examined the reading outcomes of 16 students with visual 

impairments. In addition, five teachers of students with visual impairments and five 

braille readers who learned uncontracted braille initially were interviewed. Six research 

questions directed the study: 

1. Are there differences in the reading speed of students who learned contracted 

braille early during the reading instruction process as compared to speeds of those who 

learned contracted braille later? 

2. Are there differences in types and frequencies of spelling/braille errors of 

students who leamed contracted braille early during the reading instruction process as 

compared to those who leamed contracted braille later? 

3. Are there differences in comprehension level of students who leamed 

contracted braille early during the reading instruction process as compared to those who 

leamed contracted braille later? 

4. Are there differences in the word recognition skills of students who leamed 

contracted braille early during the reading instruction process as compared to those who 

leamed contracted braille later? 

5. What are the remembered reading experiences of braille readers who leamed 

contracted braille later during reading instmction process? 

6. What are the reasons that teachers choose to teach uncontracted braille fo 

students in the first grade? 
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Question 1: Reading Speed 

The first research question addresse the difference of reading speed between the 

students who began learning uncontracted braille and those who were first taught in 

contracted braille. To answer this question, the students participating in this study were 

asked to read a graded passage of a level corresponding to the independent reading level 

as measured by the graded word list of the BRI (Johns, 1997. 2001). The passages 

contain 100 words for third grade to eight grade and 50 words for second grade and 

under. The teachers were asked to time the student reading during the administration of 

the BRI. The formula to calculate the speed of reading was x seconds / 6000 for the 

former and x seconds / 3000 for the latter. Reading speed of the students measured by 

read words per minute was subject to the independent group t test. 

Mean reading speed of the UBG = 8) was 60.5 and that of the CBG (N = 8) 

was 60.0. The standard deviation of the UBG and the CBG were 28.25 and 23.59, 

respectively. The hypothesis to examine this question was that there would be 

differences of reading speed between students who learned contracted braille early during 

the reading instruction process as compared to those who learned contracted braille later. 

At the alpha level of .05, the data were not significant, t = .054. g < .05, indicating that no 

difference existed in reading speed between the UBG and the CBG. 

As a result, students who began learning uncontracted braille and those who 

started with contracted braille did not differ in reading speed. The reason that the 

standard deviations of the two groups are so large is that the sample population for this 

study encompassed a variety of grade levels of students. The summary of individual 
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scores of the UBG and the CBG for the BRI is shown on tables 5 and 6. Tables 7 and 8 

present mean wpm, standard deviation, t test result, and 95% confidence interval of the 

difference range. 

Table 5 

Summarv' of Individual Scores for UBG on BRI 

Reading WPM Correct Question Significant Total 
Grade Word Miscue Miscue Miscue 

A 8 79 20 4.5 2 6 
B 1 13 18 2 1 3 
C 8 86 20 1.5 1 1 
D 6 71 20 0 0 0 
E 8 88 20 0 0 4 
F 7 32.25 19 1 2 6 
G 5 75 20 2 0 2 
H -1 39 19 1 1 J 

Table 6 

Summary of Individual Scores for CBG on BRI 

Reading WPM Correct Question Significant Total 
Grade Word Miscue Miscue Miscue 

A 6 67 19 3.5 1 n J 
B -1 36 20 0 1 1 
C 7 57 19 5 1 3 
D 4 66 19 2.5 4 4 
E 8 93.8 19 1 0 0 
F 5 16.85 19 2.5 9 16 
G 5 71 20 1 1 1 
H -1 70 20 0 0 1 

Question 2; Spelling and Braille Errors 

The second question addresses the differences in spelling and braille errors that 

the students committed in their writing. To examine this problem, the students were 

asked to submit two braille pages of writing samples generated by them and not corrected 
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by their teachers. Due to the differences in the length of writing samples, the number of 

errors indexed by Koenig (1987)'s braille/speiling analysis was altered to a percentage 

rate with respect to the total number of words in the samples. The error percentage was 

subject to the independent group t test. Two types of errors focused on this analysis were 

spelling errors and braille errors. Spelling errors included homonym errors related to 

braille contractions, unsuccessful attempts at full spellings of contractions, and so on. In 

contrast, braille errors include character-level errors, word-level contraction errors, inter

word-level errors, and miscellaneous braille related errors. Detailed guidelines for error 

analysis are presented in Appendix B. 

Mean spelling error percentage for the UBG was 5.675. For the CBG, it was 

3.537. The standard deviation of spelling error percentage for the UBG and the CBG 

were 9.395 and 5.056, respectively. Mean braille error percentage of the UBG and the 

CBG were 4.750 and 4.362, and the standard deviation of the UBG and the CBG were 

2.025 and 2.074, respectively. The independent group t tests were conducted for each of 

the error types, and the hypotheses were that there would be differences in the two groups 

between mean percentage of spelling errors and braille errors. At the alpha level of .05, 

neither of the two hypotheses was statistically significant, t = .567, £ < .05; the frequency 

of spelling errors by the UBG and the CBG were in the same range. In addition, no 

statistically significant relationship was found between the percentage of braille errors, t 

= .180 E < -05, indicating that frequencies of braille errors by the UBG and the CBG were 

equivalent. 
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Both groups of students exhibited similar types of spelling errors and braille 

errors, and the frequencies of such errors were not different. The mean differences, 

therefore, were due to sampling errors. 

Question 3: Reading Comprehension 

Two measurements were used to answer the third research questions: the number 

of comprehension questions the students missed and independent level of reading grade 

indexed by the graded word list administered. 

First, the students from third to eight grade were asked to answer 10 questions 

after they read the graded passage. The students below third grade were asked only five 

questions, and this was because the length of the passages was relatively short. Through 

the questions, it was possible to determine how much of the stories the students actually 

comprehended. The number of wrong answers from the students who were in second 

grade or lower were adjusted to compare equally with the rest of the students' results by 

multiplying by two. The adjusted number of wrong answers was subject to the 

independent group t test. 

Mean number of questions missed by the UBG was 1.50 and that of the CBG was 

1.937. Standard deviation of the UBG and the CBG were 1.439 and 1.761, respectively. 

The hypothesis of this question was that there would be differences in comprehension 

level of students who learned contracted braille early during the reading instruction 

process as compared to those who learned contracted braille later. At the alpha level of 

.05, it failed to reject the null hypothesis, and thus no statistical difference existed 

between mean number of question missed by the UBG and the CBG, t = -.544, £ < .05, 
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indicating that level of comprehension indexed by the number of comprehension 

questions missed by the UBG and the CBG was not different. 

Second, using graded word lists, the students' independent reading levels were 

identified. As discussed in Chapter 2, the independent reading level is reached when the 

students accurately perceive 19 or more words out of 20. To set the independent level of 

reading was important because the students could be penalized by a level that was too 

high or too low for his/her current level of reading and. consequently, would result in 

skewing the findings of the measurements fi-om the BRI (Johns. 1997. 2001). The mean 

grade les'el of the students was subject to the independent group t test. 

Mean independent grade level of the UBG was 5.25, and it was 4.125 for the 

CBG. The standard deviation was 3.4538 for the UBG and 3.3991 for the CBG. The 

hypothesis was that there would be differences between the independent reading level of 

the participants who began learning uncontracted braille and those who began learning 

contracted braille. At the alpha level of .05. no statistical difference was found, t = 0.657. 

£ < .05. indicating that neither the UBG nor the CBG was associated with a higher 

independent grade reading level. 

As a result, neither of the forms (uncontracted braille or contracted braille) 

favorably influenced the level of comprehension of the students in this study. However 

the UBG performed equally well with the materials that were one grade level higher than 

the materials of the CBG. Further study would be necessary to discover if this was 

related to the use of contracted or uncontracted braille. Tables 7 and 8 present mean 
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number of questions missed and graded reading level, standard deviations, t test results, 

and 95% confidence interval of the difference range. 

Question 4: Word Recognition 

The fourth research question focuses on the differences of word recognition skills 

between students who began leaming uncontracted braille and those who began learning 

contracted braille. Two measurements were employed: number of correct words on 

graded word list and significant miscues for graded passages. 

First, the students were asked to read a set of 20 words. Some students read more 

than one set of words because of their identified independent reading level. The number 

of correct words at the independent level of reading was subject to the independent group 

t test. 

Mean number of words correctly pronounced by the UBG was 19.50, and it was 

19.375 for the CBG. The standard deviations were .7559 and .5175 for the UBG and the 

CBG. respectively. The hypothesis for this question was that there would be differences 

in word recognition skills measured by the number of correct words in graded word list 

between the UBG and the CBG. At the alpha level of .05. no statistical significance was 

observed, t = .386. g < .05. indicating that both groups of students performed 

competitively in this area. 

Second, the number of miscues was e.xamined, and significant miscues committed 

by the students during the oral reading of graded passages were used to compare the word 

recognition skills between the the UBG and the CBG. The number of significant miscues 

was subject to the independent group t test. 
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The mean number of significant miscues was .875 for the UBG and 2.125 for the 

CBG (SD = .834 and 3.044 for the UBG and the CBG, respectively). The hypothesis was 

that there would be differences in the number of significant miscues committed by the 

participants who began learning uncontracted braille and those who began learning 

contracted braille. At the alpha level of .05, it was not statistically significant (t = -1.12, 

g < .05), indicating that the UBG and the CBG did not show differences in terms of the 

number of significant miscues in oral reading. 

As a result, both groups of students presented a similar level of word recognition 

skills, and the difference of reading media did not make differences in the students' 

performance in this area. Tables 7 and 8 present mean wpm, standard deviation, t test 

result, and 95% confidence interval of the difference range. 

Question 5: Learning Uncontracted Braille: Students' Experiences 

The fifth research question examined the experiences of students who had been 

introduced to uncontracted braille from the beginning of their braille learning. Five 

students who were blind or visually impaired were interviewed. As reported by their 

teachers, these students learned uncontracted braille and read in uncontracted braille at 

least one year before transferring to contracted braille. In addition, two teachers and one 

parent of the students were interviewed to receive additional information regarding the 

students' braille learning and related condition. The summary of the students' interview 

data is presented in Appendix G. 

Demographic Information 

Five students were interviewed. One was reported to have dyslexia by the parent. 
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Table 7 

Summary of the Test Results 

Mean Standard deviation 

Word Per 

minute 

UBG 60.4063 28.2482 Word Per 

minute CBG 59.7063 23.5877 

Question 

missed 

UBG 1.5000 1.4392 Question 

missed CBG 1.9375 1.7614 

Independent 

reading level 

UBG 5.2500 3.4538 Independent 

reading level CBG 4.1250 3.3991 

Significant 

miscue 

UBG .8750 .8345 Significant 

miscue CBG 2.1250 3.0443 

Correct word UBG 19.5000 .7559 Correct word 

CBG 19.3750 .5175 

Spelling error UBG 5.675 9.395 Spelling error 

CBG 3.537 5.056 

Braille error UBG 4.750 2.025 Braille error 

CBG 4.362 2.074 

Except for one student, all students used English as their primary language. However, it 

was reported by the itinerant teacher that the student was fluent in English and no 

additional consideration was necessary for the student in communicating with others and 

fulfilling school work. This student's family used Spanish at home. Two students 
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Table 8 

Summary of T Test Results 

T Value Confidence Interval Range 

Word Per Minute .054 -27.2064 - 28.6064 

Question Missed -.544 -2.1624-1.2874 

Independent Reading Level .657 -2.5496 - 4.7996 

Significant Miscue -1.120 -3.6437-1.1437 

Correct Word .386 -.5697-.8197 

Spelling error .567 -5.9531 - 10.2281 

Braille error .180 -4.2332 - 5.0082 

indicated that they had no vision, and two students mentioned that they had light 

perception. One student indicated that he could see objects located close to him, but he 

clearly indicated that braille was his preferred medium of reading and writing. Four 

students attended schools when this inter\'iew was conducted. One student had graduated 

from high school. Chronological age and other relevant information are presented in 

Table 4. 

Background Information 

Robert. Robert was a male student in seventh grade at the time of the interview. 

His primary medium of reading and writing was braille and he usesd large print only for 

math and science notations. He also used a portable magnifier in cases when he needed 

to read printed materials that were not prepared in braille. He first began to learn braille 

in preschool, and his current teacher has taught him since kindergarten. According to his 
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teacher, he was a very bright student and picked math as his favorite subject. He liked 

reading books, especially in braille, and used screen reading software to use computers. 

His current teacher was a strong proponent of teaching uncontracted braille to students 

with visual impairments from the beginning. 

Sidney. Sidney was the only student who had graduated from high school at the 

time when the interview was conducted. She began to learn braille in the first grade. The 

classroom setting was self-contained until she graduated from elementary school, and she 

was then placed in an inclusive setting widi the support of itinerant teachers. She used 

audio books as often as she read braille books. However, Sidney said that she liked 

braille better because she could read it independently compared to audio books which had 

to be recorded by others. Although very helpful, Sidney could not remember some of the 

detailed things clearly. 

Judy. Judy was an 11 years old female student who had some remaining vision, 

however, it was not enough to allow her to read printed materials. Uncontracted braille 

was selected for Judy to begin with because she had a learning disability, especially in 

reading. It was noted that her grandparent had dyslexia. Both Judy's father and the 

mother had visual impairments and read braille without any difficulty. Judy's father 

indicated that was leaming uncontracted braille was greatly helpful in improving her 

reading skill. She were the only student who had a great deal of difficulty when asked to 

answer some of the contractions. 

Jason. Jason was a male student in the third grade who did not have any vision. 

He began leaming braille from the beginning. The VI teacher reported him to be a very 
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smart student. The student knew all braille contractions that were asked. His mother was 

a visually impaired person and was a braille reader herself. It was the parent's request for 

Jason to begin with uncontracted braille. The teacher indicated that it was the first case 

for which she had heard about such approach. Now. the teacher says that the method 

works just fine and is applying the strategy to other students as well. In addition, the VI 

teacher and the parent collaboratively decided the transition point to contracted braille for 

Jason. The student has used slate and stylus for his writing device up until three months 

before the interview was conducted. 

Kathy. Kathy was a female student in fourth grade. She did not have enough 

vision to read printed materials although she had some useful vision when she was 

younger. The student's primary language at home was not English. The mother did not 

speak English at all, and the student communicated with her in Spanish. However, she 

spoke English perfectly in school, and the teacher indicated that the language was not a 

barrier for the student. The student and the teacher worked to develop the student's 

social skills, learning social skills such as raising one's hand before asking questions. 

The teacher reported that the student had some social ditTiculty because of lack of family 

support. Although parental e.xpectations were low, the student was doing very well 

according to the teacher. 

Beginning of Braille Learning 

How early one begins to learn braille can be a critical factor in the development of 

students with visual impairments. Four students reported that they remembered starting 
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to leam braille in preschool, and one student indicated that she began to leam braille in 

first grade. 

As indicated earlier, all students interviewed were first introduced to uncontracted 

braille. Because braille is a part of reading instruction, beginning to leam braille means 

prebraille experiences such as tracking lines, writing names, and having braille labels in 

the students" surroundings. 

I kind of learned it over the years. I didn't leam it all at once. It was kind of like, 

I started with my name. Like in pre-school, I already knew how to read my name 

and I was tr>'ing to type it too. 

A teacher of the student interviewed said, 

At four years old we started teaching her braille and at three years old I started 

teaching her pre-braille skills. At four years old, I started having her leam the 

alphabet. Grade One alphabet, proper tracking. You know, I would read it and 

she would track it, you know. So at four years old she actually leamed the 

alphabet. In kindergarten, that's when along with her sighted peers, she started 

leaming the words. That's when they started it. 

In summary, most students who were interviewed had an opportunity to begin 

leaming braille leaming from preschool. The implication of leaming was not limited to 

getting the meaning of the code but included other actisvities that are potentially helpful 

for braille leaming. One student who did not have an opportunity to be introduced until 

first grade was the oldest student among the interviewees. 
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Transition from Uncontracted to Contracted Braille 

Once the students begin learning braille, the next step is to transition to the stage 

of contracted braille. Two students were transferred to contracted braille at the end of 

first grade. .Another three students started learning contracted braille between the last 

semester of second grade and the beginning of the third grade. 

Once the transition has been made, it was necessary for the students to understand 

contractions and rules associated with contracted braille. Among four students who 

could Slate how much time was necessary to learn all contractions and rules, two students 

said it took two years for them to learn all the contractions; another student spent one 

year; the fourth student spent five months. The questions discussed in this section of the 

interview required accurate recall of events that occurred several years ago. As a result, 

the students and their teachers reported different lengths of time. For example, Kathy 

indicated that it took six months to learn all the contractions. However, the teacher 

reported that it took her two years to learn all of them. 

In summary, the students spent a relatively long time reading in braille. They 

indicated one to two years in elementary school before beginning to learn contracted 

braille. The majority had experiences with uncontracted braille in preschool or 

kindergarten; therefore, the actual duration of use of uncontracted braille exceeded 

approximately three to four years. In addition, two students spent less than one year and 

two students spent approximately two years to leam all contractions in contracted braille. 
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Comparison Between Uncontracted and Contracted Braille 

The next question examined the students" beliefs regarding braille. In other 

words, the students were asked to describe the reasons they like uncontracted braille or 

contracted braille. Four students answered that they thought uncontracted braille had 

advantages over contracted braille, and all five students discussed appealing points of 

contracted braille. 

Among the students responding to the advantages of uncontracted braille, two 

smdents pointed out that uncontracted braille contributed to their spelling skill. 

I know^ that learning Grade One first helped me to leam how to spell. And instead 

of just putting an L for like, you know, you had to spell it out. Because it's not 

enough to know...I mean in this world, you have to know how to spell. 

Another student argued that the simplicity of uncontracted braille could be considered as 

the advantage. 

On the contrar>'. four students indicated that contracted braille took less space 

than uncontracted braille. They stated that contracted braille was a faster reading and 

writing medium than uncontracted braille. "Well, it takes up less space too and it makes 

writing faster if you're writing in braille." "The Grade Two braille, like I said earlier, is 

much faster than Grade One because Grade One, like I said earlier, you have to write out 

all the letters." 

In summary, the smdents recognized the advantages of both uncontracted and 

contracted braille. Two students said that uncontracted braille was helpful for the 
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development of spelling skill, and four students stated that contracted braille took less 

space than uncontracted braille. 

Support from Family and Classroom Teachers 

Family support is an essential component of braille instruction, and it could be 

assumed that family members could participate more actively in literacy support because 

uncontracted braille is easier for family members to learn as family members than 

contracted braille. 

Two students" parents were persons with visual impairments, and they were fluent 

in contracted braille. Two students reported that their parents attempted to learn braille. 

Sidney said that his mother was trying to leam braille but was not that successful. Sidney 

said, "Well, my mom is trying to leam. But, you know, no one really knows. They just 

know the basic letters like I have an ABC chart, but that's basically it. Just the basic 

stuff" On the other hand. Robert indicated that his father could read all alphabet signs. 

"Yes. My dad. he started learning it when I was learning it. He did pretty good. It was 

just in Grade One. And then he didn't have the time after that." The last student, whose 

family spoke Spanish as their primar>' language, did not leam any of uncontracted braille, 

which may be due to family values discussed previously. The teacher reported that 

Kathy's mother did not have fluent English skill, which prevented her from learning 

braille, and her father did not have time to participate in any school activities. 

In summar>', two parents were fluent braille readers for personal use. Two other 

parents attempted to leam uncontracted braille, one of whom read braille alphabets. It is 

unclear whether uncontracted braille contributed to the braille learning of parents of the 
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students in this study; however, the fact that the two parents who read uncontracted 

braille had not attempted to learn contracted braille suggested that skills in uncontracted 

braille were more attainable. 

Question 6: Teaching Uncontracted Braille 

The last research question addressed the experience of teachers of students with 

visual impairments regarding the use of uncontracted braille and the factors that led them 

to choose uncontracted braille for their braille reading students in the early stage of 

learning. Six areas were examined to answer Question 6, and the summarj' of transcribed 

interviews of the teachers is presented in Appendix H. 

Awareness of Uncontracted Braille 

Being aware of teaching uncontracted braille for beginning readers, teachers 

reported that their main source of information was from braille-related courses, a part of 

their academic degree fulfillment. Networking with other professionals in the field was 

another major source for information about uncontracted braille. 

Two teachers indicated that they were first introduced to this topic of discussion 

in conimunication courses. 

The ideas came in ~ well, I started in my Master's Program ~ it was introduced in 

a course called Communications Skills for Visually Impaired Leamers. The 

question was broached of whether it is better to teach in Grade One or Grade 

Two. Which might be the most appropriate way to start. So it was something 

that was discussed in class. 
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On the other hand, two teachers indicated that they became aware of the issue by 

contacting other professionals. One teacher reported that her a blind friend insisted that 

teaching alphabetic (uncontracted) braille was a logical approach. In addition, two 

teachers indicated that they read articles dealing with this topic in professional journals 

and perceived that it would be a logical approach to begin with uncontracted braille in the 

early stage of braille learning. 

In summary, teachers typically became aware of the issue through university 

courses or contact with other professionals in the field. Professional journal articles also 

served as a guideline to consider teaching uncontracted braille. 

Motivation to Teach Uncontracted Braille 

Once teachers became aware of the possibility of adapting uncontracted braille for 

beginning braille readers, the next decision was to select candidates for the 

implementation. The teachers believed that additional disabilities would be the most 

critical reason to consider uncontracted braille. Phonetic skill development and the 

importance of family support were mentioned by two teachers. 

Three teachers reported that their previous students had disabilities in addition to 

visual impairments. Jeanna indicated that she had a student with visual impairment as 

well as a learning disability. She said, "If we're telling him that here's a word that we 

know is ten letters long or eight letters long, but we can contract it into one, it confused 

him." In other instances, a teacher considered uncontracted braille for her student 

because the student had a traumatic brain injury and may not become a fully academic 

reader. 
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In her case, I chose to do Grade One Braille because she did have the traumatic 

brain injury. It was very unlikely that she was ever going to learn Grade Two 

Braille and learning Grade One Braille would give her a better correlation to what 

she could remember in reading print. 

One teacher also reported that one important factor for the early stage of reading, family 

assistance, could be impeded by the use of contracted braille for begiimers. She said. 

While I was doing volunteer brailling for the State Librarv', 1 was brailling books 

for children. Since I always took my children to the library by the time they were 

three and read to them while they looked at the words, I was thinking about how 

parents of blind children would introduce the letters of the alphabet to their 

children. The library only wanted the books brailled with contractions, and it 

didn't make sense to me. 

Another said. 

You know if they are going to learn their language arts in the regular classroom 

with their typically sighted peers in their regular classroom then that can be 

particularly difficult for a regular teacher if the child is not using Grade One 

Braille because the child can't help them make that between the two as easily. 

On the other hand, phonetic consistency of uncontracted braille was pointed out 

as a motivational factor for selecting uncontracted braille. "Well, I think part of it is 

developing their skills of phonics, learning the sounds of letters and how to put letters 

together into words." Contracted braille combines a couple or several characters into one 
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code, and it will hinder students to build the ability of to utilize the sounds of characters 

as cues for reading. 

It would be more important for me that the student is getting that letter/sound 

correspondence and that they are making approximations based on letter sounds -

they've seen this word before and they kind of remember what it's spelled like and 

what it looks like rather than — and build the code up from where the child is 

starting. 

One teacher reported that contracted braille might prevent students from exploring 

contextual cues which are essential for reading, especially from the point of view of 

whole language. 

I've also seen a lot of braille students who don't really understand the difference 

between what a character is and what a letter is. You ask them what's the last 

character of a word is and they say "e r" because it ends in "er". So I think that 

it's an important distinction especially with doing any type of handwriting, 

computer work, typing, that sort of thing. 

In summary, teachers considered the importance of uncontracted braille as the 

helpful medium for students with visual impairments who have additional disabilities. 

The inconsistency of contracted braille code in a different context of reading not only 

prevented students from building an appropriate understanding regarding phonetic rules 

but deterred family and classroom teachers from being important partners in early 

literacy. 
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Philosophical Reasons for Selecting Uncontracted Braille 

The next question, then, was whether uncontracted braille was helpful in the area 

of reading for all students with visual impairments. There were some discrepancies 

among teachers on this question. However, the primary idea which emerged from this 

question w as that the individual needs of a student should be fully accounted for before 

making a decision. 

All participating teachers except one disagreed that every student should be taught 

in uncontracted braille. "I do not begin with alphabet braille for ever>' student. All the 

students learn the alphabet, but from there a choice must be made." The variables the 

teachers recognized as important factors were age. vision status, previous knowledge 

regarding print, material availability, and additional disabilities. 

One thing 1 would consider would be the age of die student. If it's a young 

student ~ preschooler, kindergarten, first grade ~ I would probably start with 

Grade One Braille so they could be developing all those basic language literacy, 

phonics skills along with their other peers. If it's an older student, I'd probably be 

less likely to do it than with a student who had lost their vision because 1 think 

they would have some of those basic concepts. 

Two teachers explained that the availability of material was an important issue to 

consider, and often, it can be a leading cause of illuminating uncontracted braille for the 

continuum of reading media. "My frusu^ation over the years has been that the only 

materials available were in contracted braille and that there was real opposition to any 
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suggestion that uncontracted braille be used for younger students, especially if they were 

very bright." 

One area of discussion in which all teachers did not mutually agree was when 

uncontracted braille was beneficial for all students who used braille as a fxmctional 

medium of reading. Generally, it was assumed that uncontracted braille may help 

students with visual impairments who have additional disabilities to overcome the 

comple.xity of contracted braille code and, thus, allow them to use it functionally. 

However, one argument was that public signs such as room numbers, warning signs on 

elevators, and other signs that are essential in daily life were usually not produced in 

contracted braille. In other words, students with visual impairments who acquired 

uncontracted braille for its functional use may not utilize symbols fully because signs 

with they which are confronted are written in contracted braille. 

I think if you got a kid who might be only reading only reading life-skill signs, 

survival signs, he would really need to learn those in Grade Two because that's 

what those are produced in. But on the other hand. ~ and if you got a student who 

is going to be confused by two different ways to write a word ~ a Grade One way 

and a Grade Two way — then you might be better off with just going with the 

Grade Two way because as they grow up and get older and want to get braille 

materials, they're going to be in Grade Two. 

Three teachers e.xpressed concerns about the use of contracted braille and 

keyboarding skill which is considered as an important academic factor for students with 

visual impairments. 
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I believe that when you begin with alphabet braille and students understand how 

words are spelled, it is easier to make the transition to keyboarding on the 

computer. You just explain to the student that in keyboarding they use alphabet 

braille. There is no dot five on a computer keyboard. 

In summary, the teachers believed that uncontracted braille could be beneficial for 

many students with visual impairments. The decision to adapt uncontracted braille 

depended on age, vision status, previous knowledge regarding print, material availability, 

and additional disabilities with respect to the personal needs of each student. 

Feedback from Classroom Teachers, Parents, and Sighted Peers 

To examine the relationship between the use of uncontracted braille and positive 

feedback from others, e.g., classroom teachers, parents, and sighted peers, the researcher 

asked questions regarding the frequency of interactions between students with visual 

impairments who began using uncontracted braille with their sighted peers along widi 

other questions related to feedback from parents and classroom teachers. 

Three teachers reported they did not observe differences in interactions between 

students with visual impairments and their sighted peers because of the use of 

unconU-acted braille. However, four teachers believed that the use of uncontracted braille 

was helpful for collaboration with classroom teachers because students with visual 

impairments could obtain more prompt feedback from their classroom teachers. 

"Definitely with their teachers. It gave them a much better chance to receive instructions 

from their teachers when I wasn't there. It helped make the student and the teacher much 
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more comfortable." "Classroom teachers are much more able to understand a paragraph 

when the braille has one-on-one correspondence to the print alphabet." 

On the other hand, parents of the students did not hold strong positions on this 

topic as reported by the teachers. Parents did not object to the use of uncontracted braille 

when enough explanation had been given. However, it was noted by a teacher that the 

term Grade one. Grade two braille was misleading to one parent. "One of the biggest 

problems is the label "Grade one' and "Grade two' braille, which makes people think that 

if the child is not immediately put in Grade two they are being held back." 

Transition 

It is important to choose the right time for students to transition to the level of 

contracted braille for the success of students. Different teachers had different ideas on 

this issue. All four teachers who answered this question agreed that they could not 

systemically determine the length of time to retain students in uncontracted braille. 

One teacher reported that the transition from uncontracted to contracted braille 

began when her student was in second grade. ""He actually knew all the Grade Two 

contractions by the end of Third Grade. We started in the spring of his Second Grade ~ 

and then when he started Third Grade it was a full fledged introduction of contractions." 

However, she mentioned that she usually kept her other braille students in uncontracted 

braille a shorter time than the student mentioned. 

Another teacher indicated that it took two years for her student to be familiar with 

uncontracted and fiilly prepared for contracted braille. ""With him, it probably took us a 

couple years on that grade one before we were able to get him to contractions." The third 
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teacher reported that she had her student transition to contracted braille one year after the 

student began learning uncontracted braille. Overall, teachers agreed that the decision 

should be made on an individual basis, and a fixed term such as one year for all students 

might not reflect the needs of each individual. 

Summary 

This chapter discussed the data gathered to answer the research questions which 

directed the current study. Research Questions 1 through 4 were aimed at finding the 

quantitative relationship between the participants due to the difference of form to which 

they were first introduced. Across the areas tested, the participants in both groups 

performed similarly, and no statistical significance could be observed. However, the 

triangular relationship between numbers of question missed, independent reading grade 

level, and comprehension level of the participants suggested that the students in the UBG 

performed better than those in the CBG. That is, the close inspection of the means 

indicated that the UBG read materials that were appro.ximately one grade level higher 

than the CBG. Thus, it can be assumed descriptively that the UBG would outperform the 

CBG if the same difficulty level of materials were provided. 

Research Questions 5 and 6 examined the implications and beliefs of teachers and 

students who had the experience to begin braille instruction and learning with 

uncontracted braille. Generally speaking, both the teachers and the students indicated 

that uncontracted braille allowed the teachers to maximize their students' potential in the 

given cases and that it gave the students an opportunity to build a good foundation for 

literacy development. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

This study was conducted in order to gain an understanding of the impact of early 

use of uncontracted braille. By comparing outcomes in reading speed, braille/spelling 

errors, word recognition skills, and comprehension skills between students who began to 

read with uncontracted braille and those who began with contracted braille, the impact of 

the use of uncontracted braille in the early stage of learning were examined. Sixteen 

students participated and were tested by Johns" (1997, 2001) Basic Reading Inventory. 

In addition, five teachers and five students were interviewed to examine their 

understanding and beliefs about the early use of uncontracted braille and to substantiate 

the results from the quantitative portion of this study. This chapter discusses the findings 

and implications of the current study. It is divided into four sections: (1) significance and 

relationship to the literature, (2) limitations of the study, (3) implications for future 

research, and (4) conclusions. 

Significance and Relationship to the Literature 

This section summarizes the findings of the study and discusses the implications 

of the findings related to the literature. Six research questions ser\'e as the framework of 

the discussion. 

Reading Speed 

Braille reading speed has received great attention, and many studies have been 

conducted to find out the reading speed of braille readers (Lowenfeld et al., 1969; Nolan, 

1966; Trent & Truan, 1997; Truan, 1978; Wormsley, 1996). Nevertheless, a universal 
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reading rate for braille readers has not been established. Previously, it was accepted that 

good braille readers read at one-third to one-half the speed of print readers of the same 

age (Nolan, 1966; Trent & Truan, 1997). On reading rate of oral reading, it was reported 

that braille readers in elementary schools read 52 to 84 words per minute (Foulke, 

Amster, Nolan, & Bi.xter, 1962; Lowenfeld et al., 1969; Nolan, 1966). More recently. 

Baker, Koenig and Sowell (1995) reported an oral reading rate of 51 words per minute 

for 30 subjects ranging from second grade to ninth grade students in both residential and 

public schools. Such differences can be explained by the lack of large-scale studies in 

recent years to determine reading rates of braille readers, which reflect the demographic 

characteristics of the population, the changes of instructions, and other factors 

influencing reading rates over the years (Koenig, 1992). 

The mean reading speed of the participants in this study was 61 wpm, higher than 

the 51 wpm reported by Baker et al. (1995). The reading rate of the participants was 

within the range of 52 to 84 wpm reported by Foulke et al., 1962; Lowenfeld et al.. 1969; 

and Nolan, 1966. 

Often, the proponents of teaching contracted braille from the begiiming of braille 

instruction indicated that contracted braille improved reading speed. For example. 

Loomis (1948) reported that contracted braille used fewer cells than uncontracted braille 

and thus allowed readers to read contracted braille more quickly, which was an important 

reason for promoting teaching contracted braille from the beginning. This argument, 

however, is not only contradictory to the findings of Ashcroft (1960), which indicated 

that the use of braille contractions contributed frequent errors in braille reading and the 
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findings of the Unified Type Committee of the American Association of Workers for the 

Blind indicating that some contractions contributed to the frequent errors and slow 

reading rate when compared to full spelling words, but also differed with the findings of 

this study which determined that both the UBG and the CBG performed equally well. 

Although the findings of this study did not show the direct comparison between 

uncontracted braille and contracted braille codes, it can be assumed that the use of 

uncontracted braille did not impair the reading speed of students who began learning 

through uncontracted braille. 

The only available study that compared the reading speed of students who began 

learning uncontracted first and those who began leaming contracted braille was done by 

Troughton (1992). She e.xamined the impact of reading speed that was contributed by the 

first medium of reading to which students were exposed. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 

author observed that those who began leaming uncontracted braille and transitioned to 

contracted braille later showed a higher mean reading speed than those who began 

leaming contracted braille, and this difference continued three years after they changed to 

contracted braille. 

Interestingly, in Figure 1 which represents the reading rates of the participants 

sorted by their ages, it can be observed that the reading rate of the UBG has gradually 

increased except for the oldest student. No pattern existed for the CBG. There may be a 

reason to explain the discrepancy between the UBG and the CBG. It can be assumed that 

the students who began leaming uncontracted braille and later transitioned to contracted 

braille might develop a more solid foundation that would steadily influence their reading 
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speed than those who began learning contracted braille. However, there are not enough 

participants in the current study to allow such generalizations to the entire population. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Reading Speed by Age. 

Unlike previous assumptions about the advantages of contracted braille in 

increasing reading speed, the findings of the current study suggested that students can 

perform equally well regardless of the form with which they begin. In other words, 

students who began with uncontracted braille and who later made a transition to 

contracted braille have not been prevented from developing equivalent reading speed 

with those who began learning contracted braille. The participants in this study did not 

have additional disabilities on their lEPs and, therefore, it is not possible for a similar 

conclusion to be drawn from those who have additional disabilities other than visual 

impairments. Erin and Koenig (1997) examined existing studies and found that from 

14% to 65% of students with visual impairments also had leaming disabilities. It can be 

assumed that the simplicity of uncontracted braille (Duran, 1994; Johnson, 1996) would 
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be a bigger advantage for multiply disabled students to become independent readers and 

to develop good reading skills (Troughton, 1992). 

Spelling and Braille Errors 

Existing literature has been focused on the delivery model and educational 

strategies of braille writing, e.g.. Heller, D'Andrea, and Forney 1998; Koenig, 1995; 

Olmstead, 1995; and Swenson. 1991. However, few studies delineate writing skills and 

errors associated with writing braille (Koenig & Ashcroft, 1993). The literature has 

discussed the spelling skills of braille writers. For example, Holland (1941) indicated 

that students with visual impairments were better at spelling when compared to sighted 

students at the same grade level. Regarding the debate about the relationship between 

spelling skills and the use of contracted braille, Quimby (1937) implied that the use of 

contractions did not affect students' spelling skill either positively or negatively. 

However, Godshall (1961) conducted a study for his master's thesis and found that 

students performed better when asked to answer in uncontracted braille for spelling then 

in contracted braille. This does not mean that full spelling favorably influences students' 

spelling skill because teachers might give spelling tests in uncontracted braille, and thus 

the students would be familiar with full spellings. 

The participants in the current study showed the highest error rates in Category 1 

(true spelling errors). The mean percent of true spelling errors was 48.86 of the total 

number of errors. Error percentage from total number of words was 10.4250 and 7.9000 

for the UBG and the CBG, respectively. This finding was similar to that of Koenig and 

Ashcroft (1993) whose study indicated that the highest error rate was observed in 
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Category 1. They reported the category error rate ranging from 34% to 47% by age and 

that error percentage from the total number of words was 5.6% to 9.4%. They further 

reported that the participants in their study exhibited frequent errors in character level and 

interword level, which was similar to findings in the current study except that Category 5 

was much more frequent by the UBG than the CBG or the participants of the previous 

study. In addition, the UBG presented fewer errors in the character level categor)'. 

Table 9 shows the percentages of errors in five categories. The scoring guide and a 

detailed explanation regarding the categories can be found at Appendix E. 

Table 9 

Braille Error Percentage by Categories 

Category 1: 
Spelling errors 

Category 2: 
Character-level 

errors 

Category 3: 
Word-level 
contraction 

errors 

Category 4: 
Inter-word-
level errors 

Category 5: 
Miscellaneous 
braille-related 

errors 

UBG 48.86% 11.36% 25.57% 2.84% 9.66% 
CBG 43.97% 20.57% 19.15% 7.80% 8.51% 

Note: See Appendix B for the list of errors in each category. 

It is interesting to see that the UBG committed less frequent errors in the character 

level categor\' than the CBG. The types of errors in this categorj' mostly occurred by 

chance instead of intention (Koenig & Ashcroft, 1993). Therefore, it suggested that the 

participants in the UBG seemed to have better control over unintentional errors. 

Figure 2 indicates declining slopes by age for both groups in contrast with the 

findings of Koenig and Ashcroft (1993), who reported no systematic pattern by age. 

Further investigation is needed due to the small number of students included in the 

current study. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Braille Error Percentage by Age. 

Some types of errors were observ ed more frequently than others based on the 

medium to which they were first introduced. However, overall number of errors and its 

ratio to the spelling was similar. Although mean differences existed, no statistical 

significance could be obser\'ed. 

Reading Comprehension 

Reading comprehension can be viewed as the outcome of reading process, and 

thus how well students perform on reading comprehension measurements may 

appro.ximate how well the students are successful in read for learning. However, less 

emphasis has been given to the reading comprehension of braille readers. Carreiras and 

Alvarez (1999) and Nolan and Kederis (1969) attempted to find out the processes of 

braille reading that are different fi-om those of print readers due to the difference of the 

reading medium. 
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In the current study, no statistical significance was found between the UBG and 

the CBG when measured by the number of question missed. The mean level of 

independent reading grade for the UBG was higher (M = 5.250) than for the CBG, for 

whom the mean was 4.1250. In other words, the participants in the UBG exhibited a 

similar level of comprehension with the CBG at the reading level which was one grade 

level higher than the CBG. When considering that it is natural for readers to perform 

better when reading text that is easier than what they are accustomed to reading, this 

finding suggested that the participants in die UBG performed higher in reading 

comprehension than the CBG. The number of participants in this study was small, and it 

required significantly large mean differences to reject null hypotheses. Therefore, it 

should be considered that a Type II error may have occurred (Gay, 1996). That is, 

although an actual difference existed between tested groups, the small sample size carmot 

yield the statistical differences. 

The existing literature for comprehension of braille readers due to the difference 

of medium is, however, divergent. Harley (1969) conducted a two-year longitudinal 

study to find out if there were any differences between comprehension skills by different 

curricula adopted for braille instruction. By examining 39 students who had visual 

impairments, the author concluded that those who began with contracted braille 

performed better in reading comprehension than those who started with uncontracted 

braille and made the transition to contracted braille. However, the author noted that such 

differences might have been due to procedural flaws in that uncontracted braille students 

did not have enough additional reading materials, and the students did not have enough 
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time to adjust to contracted braille before being tested. In addition, the author noted that 

teachers were more motivated to teach contracted braille than uncontracted braille. A 

possible reason for teachers to prefer contracted braille would be that the trend of 

teaching contracted braille from the beginning was already popular in American schools, 

and thus the teachers would favor the method that was mce frequently used. By 1969, 

almost all schools in the United States indicated that they had adopted the curriculum to 

teach contracted braille from the beginning (Lowenfeld et al., 1967). 

On the other hand, Troughton (1992) again indicated that comprehension scores 

of students who made the transition later to contracted braille later were higher than those 

who began with contracted braille. Interestingly, however. Biggs (1950) mentioned that 

teaching contracted braille from the beginning had several advantages. One of them was 

that those with additional disabilities, especially attention deficit disorder, whose 

attention span was short were motivated because contracted braille took less space and 

thus shorter lengths of lines or sentences than uncontracted braille. 

The participants in this study performed similarly for reading comprehension. 

However, when the reading grade level was accounted for, the UBG performed better; 

they read the reading material one grade level higher than the CBG. In addition, existing 

literature presented conflicting results due to the point of method involved and students 

who participated. Therefore, further examination for reading comprehension with regard 

to the differences of braille should be necessary. 
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Word Recognition 

The literature clearly indicated that good word recognition skill is the foundation 

of reading comprehension, spelling skills, and overall reading skill development. For 

example. Chard and Osbom (1999), Cunningham and Stanovich (1998), and Stanovich 

(1986) pointed out that efficient word recognition was essential to overall reading 

development. More importantly, children who could not develop good word recognition 

skills were less motivated, unrewarded, and hindered from reading for meaning 

(Cunningham & Stanovich, 1998). 

The parallel to reading is obvious; children who become skilled readers early 

quickly get on to the rich-get-richer reading road and are eligible to reap all of the 

many benefits of reading. Those children who have early problems that are not 

readily resolved are likely to enter and stay on the poor-get-poorer reading road 

(Chard & Osbom, 1999, p. 273). 

Thus, it is extremely important to develop good word recognition skill at an early age to 

become good reader. 

Wormsley and D'Andrea (1997) indicated that it was critical for students to have 

instruction in a sound-symbols approach. Consequently, it was legitimate to infer that 

uncontracted braille, which had one-to-one correspondence with sound, seemed more 

appropriate for beginning braille readers. However, some contractions such as ch, sh, ih, 

St, and gh might be helpful for students to gain phonemic awareness with respect to the 

English language (Harley, Truan, & Sanford, 1997). The participants in this study, 

whether they began with uncontracted braille or contracted braille, did not show any 
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differences in terms of word recognition skill. When tested both for word recognition in 

context and out of conte.xt, the participants e.xhibited similar performance. Although The 

mean number of significant miscues for the UBG (.8750) was much lower than that of 

the CBG (2.150), no statistical significance was observed. 

This result suggested that the students in each group were equally influenced by 

the rules of contracted braille, and such rules were not barriers for them. Walhof (2001) 

asserted from her personal experience as a teacher of students with visual impairments 

that the complexity of rules was not an obstacle for children, and they could comprehend 

and memorize them easily. However, such assertions should be reconsidered because 

many students with visual impairments have one or more types of disabilities that might 

inhibit them from understanding such rules. For example, only 10% of 56,699 legally 

blind children were reported to be braille readers according to the 2001 APH Quota 

report. The development of technology, the development of medical treatment, and 

frequent use of voice output alternatives may explain the reduction of the percentage of 

braille readers among the total blind population. In addition, die demographic 

characteristics of the population has changed over the years, and more low-vision 

students and students with multiple disabilities are included in the total population. 

Thirty-two percent of blind students in the APH Quota report have been indicated as non-

readers. 

The participants in the current study did not include any readers with multiple 

disabilities other than visual impairments; therefore, it is not possible to draw a 

conclusion with regard to the complexity and word recognition skills of students with 
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visual impairments who also have multiple disabilities. However, it is justifiably 

appropriate to assume that some of those who were included in the APH Quota report as 

non-readers could be hard-pressed to learn braille due to the complexity of contracted 

braille. Harley et al. (1997) advocated the use of uncontracted braille for those who had 

additional needs in addition to their visual impairments. 

As a result, the participants in this study did not show that early introduction to 

uncontracted braille functioned as an obstacle for them to develop the level of word 

recognition skill when compared to the students in the CBG. Additional research should 

be undertaken to determine whether such findings can also be applied to students who 

were multiply disabled. 

Learning Uncontracted Braille: Students' Experiences 

Five students interviewed in the current study indicated that they had abundant 

pre-literacy e.xperience. Such opportunities are essential for the development of one's 

successful literacy skills. They indicated that they were exposed to braille and prebraille 

activities during preschool and kindergarten. Although it was their parents and/or 

teachers who made the decision to begin with uncontracted braille, none of them had any 

difficulty in leaming through uncontracted braille. Furthermore, the participants believed 

that uncontracted braille helped them to acquire a good foundation for literacy 

development. 

Once they were accustomed to reading uncontracted braille, transition was made 

to contracted braille, and it took one to two years for each individual. A possible 

explanation is that each individual may have a different pace and style of leaming, and 
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teachers may adjust such diversity by controlling the number of new contractions and 

rules. The parents of Judy, the student with a learning disability, indicated that her 

reading was enhanced by the use of uncontracted braille. The teacher had been able to 

accommodate Judy's pace flexibly as the student began learning through uncontracted 

braille. 

The students stated that uncontracted braille helped them to have good spelling 

skill. In other words, the students were confident with learning uncontracted braille from 

the beginning because it provided diem with the spelling skill which was a significant 

skill for a successful literacy life. In addition, the majority of families attempted to learn 

braille, the reading and writing medium of their child. It can be suggested that such an 

encouraging number of families could have been involved in the development of their 

child's literacy by the simplicity of uncontracted braille. Two parents were reported to 

have visual impairments and to be braille readers, and this could be another possible 

reason for such high involvement. Further research studies to delineate the motivational 

factors which encourage families to be involved in the development of their child's 

braille learning should be conducted. 

The majorit}- of the students showed confidence in their knowledge regarding the 

braille code, and this could be the result of the smooth transition occurring from 

uncontracted braille to contracted braille. Future studies should address what programs 

are used to make transition from uncontracted braille to contracted braille and how 

teachers implement such programs with the length of the time necessary for such 

transition. 
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Teaching Uncontracted Braille 

Generally speaking, the teachers in the current study pointed out the existence of 

additional disabilities for their students as the reason for considering the early use of 

uncontracted braille. Those students with multiple disabilities who might have potential 

to be functional readers could benefit from using uncontracted braille from the begirming 

(Johnson. 1989). This is because uncontracted braille retains one to one correspondence 

and thus helps readers to focus only on the aspects of the language with their classroom 

peers, not braille contractions and/or rules. Uncontracted braille allows students with 

learning disabilities to master the use of braille more easily by beginning with the less 

complex uncontracted braille (Troughton, 1992). 

The teachers were concerned that using contracted braille from the beginning 

could expose braille readers to several problems. First, contracted braille does not have 

the same rules as ink print. When considering that there are not enough itinerant teachers 

serving students with visual impairments (Ryles, 1996). it is critical that the students can 

learn together with their sighted peers. This not only ensures that students keep pace with 

their classmates in public schools but also allows them to be independent readers earlier. 

Often, the students in this study indicated that they needed to ask their teachers when they 

were confronted with contractions that they did not know. It was also reported that 

classroom teachers were very collaborative for learning with braille readers when 

uncontracted braille was adopted. Second, the use of computer technology requires 

students to be more familiar with full spelling than ever, and beginning with contracted 

braille can hinder students from developing good keyboarding skills (Duran, 1994). 
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Third, phonetic skills of students who begin exclusively with contracted braille may be 

impaired because the contractions are not coherent with the rules of ink print such as 

syllabi, characters, and/or sentences. 

Not all teachers agreed to teach uncontracted braille for every student. They 

considered the needs of each individual as the important factor for braille learning. For 

example, if a student was very bright and did not have any difficulty understanding pre-

literacy activities and s/he performed in other domains of learning better than his/her 

classmates, beginning with contracted braille should be a feasible option to consider. On 

the other hand, if a student had a problem in language and his/her family had a history of 

dyslexia, the use of imcontracted braille from the beginning should be an appropriate step 

to take. However, it is not possible to draw a solid conclusion regarding such complex 

issues by interviewing a limited number of the teachers. Further research studies 

interviewing professionals in the field including experts in braille literacy, teachers of 

students with visual impairments, and curriculum specialists will warrant the 

generalizability of the findings of this study. 

Two participants in the current study indicated that the availability of materials 

prevented them from even considering uncontracted braille as the begirming medium 

especially for some bright students. This is because, although the teachers could take 

care of basic materials and classroom textbooks manually, it is very difficult for them to 

supply all additional reading materials for their students. Even though the development 

of computer technology in braille production has reduced the time and effort required to 

transcribe print materials to braille, it is not possible for an individual teacher to produce 
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all materials such as story books and supplemental reading materials for his/her students. 

Such materials should be produced by national organizations to fulfill the needs of 

students who would like to begin with uncontracted braille. 

The majority of the participants indicated that they experienced frequent and 

prompt feedback from their classroom teachers. However, this was not true for the 

classroom peers. It might be possible that the teachers did not have an opportunity to 

monitor the occurrence of frequent interactions between sighted students and students 

with visual impairments that were due to the use of uncontracted braille. Or, it might be 

possible that no change resulted from the use of uncontracted braille. Future studies 

should consider observing students with visual impairments in their classroom settings so 

that the detailed characteristics of interactions between braille readers and sighted peers 

can be observed. 

Limitations of the Study 

There are several limitations of this study which might influence the result and 

implications of the study. 

First, the BRI (Johns, 1997, 2001) was administered by individual teachers. 

Although precise instructions with the entire manual had been provided, the testing 

situation might not be identical for all students, and this could result in different results. 

The study, therefore, could be strengthened by direct test administration by the 

researcher. 

Second, demographic data and test results were self-reported. This can be a 

problem if different participants might have interpreted differently for the same item or 
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teachers of students with visual impairments might make decisions favorable to their own 

students. If the researcher could collect the data, more valid results would have been 

obtained. 

Third, reading is a skill that develops continuously. The data collection was done 

within a period of one year, and the test administration for the matched students was not 

split by more than six months. However, contracted braille students could have had an 

opportunity to improve their skills even in the given period. Therefore, the observed 

comparison between uncontracted braille students and contracted braille students might 

be the effect of natural maturation of the participants. 

Fourth, the sample size of the study is small. Although the researcher made ever>' 

effort to recruit a sufficient number of participants for the study, the reported numbers of 

students are small because not many teachers chose to teach uncontracted braille from the 

beginning of a student's reading program and because their students had to be matched 

with contracted braille students. As a result, the observed data could be due to the 

differences of other variables that were not controlled in this study, and this may limit the 

generalizability of the study to a population other than those who participated in this 

study. In addition, random sampling could not be done for the study, and people who 

voluntarily participated might possess different characteristics compared to the general 

population. 

Fifth, reading skills are affected by many variables. Four student variables were 

selected to match students for this study. Although they were perceived as the most 

significant factors that affected reading skills, other factors may have also affected the 
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students' reading ability. Therefore, it is possible that the comparison for this study could 

encompass other latent variables. This is inevitable because more controlled variables 

mean smaller sample populations which would weaken the results of this study further. 

Finally, a few variables in the interview process could not be rigorously 

controlled. The transcribed interviews were not checked by the participants. The 

researcher believed that additional time commitments and scheduling would make 

participants reluctant to participate in additional procedures of the study. In addition, the 

researcher's personal experience might have influenced interview questions and prompts 

for students and teachers and could be a source of biased findings. 

In spite of previous limitations, the results of this study are valuable because the 

study is the first attempt to view the advantages and disadvantages of uncontracted and 

contracted braille with actual data gathered from braille readers in the United States. The 

study findings will be of interest to practioners, parents, and braille readers who are 

involved in decisions about how to introduce braille reading. 

Future Study 

This study is the first attempt to view the actual outcomes of uncontracted and 

contracted braille and its early use in instruction. Although some questions have been 

examined, fiirther research studies are necessary to understand the use of uncontracted 

braille in the early stage of leaming. 

First, some students who participated in the interview phase of the study indicated 

that contracted braille was helpflil for faster reading speed and that it could help reduce 

space. Although both of the advantages have been widely discussed in the field, existing 
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studies found that space-saving was moderate (Durre, 1996) and reading speed was not 

better with early use of contracted braille (Troughton, 1992). Comparison of reading 

speed between uncontracted braille and contracted braille with a large sample population 

will help professionals to view how the reading medium attributes to reading speed. 

Future research should explain how to compare reading when the sample includes 

readers of contracted braille. If contracted braille materials have backtranslated into 

uncontracted braille, readers will be penalized by reading the materials because they are 

already accustomed with contracted form of the materials. Space-saving on the other 

hand, received some attention from the professionals. However, existing research studies 

do not include books for young readers. In this case, what is important is not only how 

many blank spaces can be saved by using contracted braille but also how spaces can be 

utilized with respect to page format and pictures often presented in such materials. It can 

be assumed that the space-saving capability of contracted braille would be limited 

because children's books contain fewer characters with wide spaces between lines and/or 

pictures. 

Second, this study examined and reported data collected from short periods of 

time with a single administration of the BRI (Johns, 1997, 2001) and a one-time 

interview. Future studies should be able to encompass many other variables that are 

relevant to the development of reading skills for a long duration so that a full dimension 

of braille use with respect to reading skills could be observed. Longitudinal research 

methods will provide researchers with indepth knowledge about the overall process of a 

student reading progress that would be critical components of early use of imcontracted 
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braille. In addition, cross-sectional research design will provide professionals with 

opportunities to examine various aspects of the topic with regard to development of 

reading such as family support, preliteracy experience, school environment and setting, 

other physical milieu, and braille instructional strategies. 

Third, professionals' interest for the topic has been gradually increasing. 

However, no research studies have been conducted about how actual braille readers 

perceive this topic. The discussion of professionals tends to focus on the effectiveness of 

the program and often neglects the feelings and comments of actual informants. Adult 

braille readers and other visually impaired individuals may have thoughts for the topic 

that when combined could maximize research findings. Adult braille readers may also 

have different ideas with regard to the use of uncontracted braille in the early stage of 

learning. 

Conclusion 

The medium of reading and writing for people with visual impairments, braille 

has changed significantly over the years. Although many of those changes have made 

braille more reliable and easier to read, the transition to teaching only uncontracted 

braille is not a decision driven by the needs of its users. Rather, it has been decided 

mainly by the limited resources for braille production and the lack of scientific findings 

regarding the influence of the use of contracted braille in the early stage of leaming. The 

participants of this study showed that the use of uncontracted or contracted braille does 

not result in different performance on reading except reading comprehension where those 

with beginning uncontracted braille outperformed the students beginning with contracted 
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braille. The current study is merely a beginning in the study of the early use of 

uncontracted braille and its usefulness. If we can identify the impact of early use of 

uncontracted braille and develop curriculum that can be of assistance to teachers, 

students, and to professionals, many students with visual impairments and those with 

additional disabilities may develop a good foundation for reading. 
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GUIDELINES FOR TRANSITION OF BRAILLE WRITING SAMPLES 

1. Place the subject's code number, the sample number, and the sample name at the top 
left margin in boldface italics. Space four times before begiiming the transcription. 

2. Transcribe all writing samples in a verbatim format. Include all information that the 
subject has provided, such as the number of the prompt and the date. 

3. If the subject has included his/her name, change male names to John Smith and female 
names to Jane Smith. If a middle name is included, use Paul and Sue. If a middle initial is 
given, use P. or S. 

4. In order to make scoring easier, double space between all lines. Use a triple space to 
denote a double space given by the student. 

5. Denote braille errors by placing the error inside < >. For example, if the student spaces 
between and/the. write <and the>. For a list of applicable errors, refer to the document 
entitled Spelling/Braille Error Analysis." A final determination as to whether an error is 
codable in the braille error anlaysis will be made during the analysis of writing samples. 

6. Denote use of full cells to blot out errors with #, Include one # per full cell given by the 
subject. 

7. Denote illegible words with *. Include one * for each cell of the illegible word. 

8. Denote meaningless symbols in grade 2 Braille with $. 

9. In order to make interpretation easier of words written over poor erasures, turn the 
paper over and examine the area of the erasure. 

10. Always give the subject the benefit of the doubt if unsure of whether an error exists. 
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SCORING GGIDELIVES FOR 
SPELLING/BRAILLE ERROR ANALYSIS 

OVERVIEW 

Purpose: The purpose of the Spelling/Braille Error Analysis is to delineate those errors in 
braille writing than can justifiably be attributed to interference of the braille code itself 
from errors that are truly misspelled words. 

General Procedures: In order to conduct this analysis, the data collectors need the 
following: this scoring Scheme for Spelling/Braille Error Analysis, Sheets. 
Identification Codes sheet, transcribed writing samples, and original braille samples. 

1. The transcribed writing samples have preliminarily identified braille-related errors in 
< > and misspelled words with two lines beneath them. All errors are recorded on the 
Scoring Sheets for all writing samples. The subject's code number and the specific 
writing sample are identified first. 

2. Referring to both the transcribed sample and its original braille sample, all errors are 
transferred to the column marked "Observed Response" (OR). When any question exists 
as to whether an error is present, give the benefit of the doubt to the subject. 

3. For coding purposes in transferring OR errors, identify braille contractions with 
underlining, spacing with a caret below the line at the point of the space, and two words 
written together with a curved line joining them. Also, meaningless symbols in braille are 
identified by $, flill cells used for blocking out an error within words by #, and illegible 
words by *. Whenever appropriate, a braille facsimile of the OR should be recorded to 
assist with analysis. Examples are as follows: 

OR Interpretation 

other Subject used th and ^ signs 
andi^the Subject contracted each sign and spaced between them 
^ his Subject contracted each signand wrote them together 
scKbol#l Subject used a full braille cell instead of erasing 
$n • •* Subject used a dot 2 before the "n" and faciniile used 

to aid analysis 
Subject's five-character word was not legible by 

visual analysis 

"kickicie 
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4. Using the context of the passage, the expected response (ER) should be determined 
and recorded in the appropriate column using the same coding scheme as given above. 
Again, record braille facimilies when it will assist in interpretation of the error, especially 
in cases where reversals, rotations, etc., are present. 

5. Review each error individually and classify them in one of the categories/ 
subcategories described in detail below. Each error has five components, three for the 
error code and two for groupings. The first number is the primary category, the second is 
the subcategory, and the third is the identification code. A typical combination might be 
2-23-044, indicating that the and sign was reversed. The fourth and fifth compenents are 
letters to identify the traditional and new groupings, respectively, as listed on the second 
page of the "Coding Scheme." Individual boxes are available on the Scoring Sheets for 
the grouping letter codes; however, for illustrative purposes below, the five components 
will be grouped together and separated by hyphens, such as 2-23-044-C-C. 

6. The identification and grouping codes mentioned above are based on either the OR or 
ER, depending upon which provides the truest information about which letter or 
contaction was involved in the error. Each subcategory specifies whether to use the OR 
or ER in order to record the identification and grouping codes. In some cases, the data 
collector must make the determination as to which mare truely represents the observed 
error. In other cases, neither is appropriate and therefore is coded 000-0-0. For the data 
collector's convenience, the basis forjudging these codes are placed in brackets on the 
Coding Scheme. Special Note: Errors in the words A and I are coded 001-0-0 and 
009-0-0, respectively. 

7. In instances of exact duplications of errors within the subject's writing samples (both A 
and B samples), only one error is actually recorded. Other duplicated errors are identified 
with one tally mark for each in the "Multiple Errors" section on the scoring sheet. For 
intro-word-Level errors involving lower whole-word signs, duplications are considered 
for three classes of errors depending on the initial character of the second word in the 
combination: (a) upper-cell signs [e.g., "to go" and "to school" are duplicates]; (b) lower-
cell signs [e.g., "to enter" and "to compile" are duplicates]; and (c) composition signs 
[e.g., "to Iowa" and to "100" are duplicates]. 

8. Occasionally, more than one error can be found within a word or word combinations. 
Each legitimate error can be coded. However, if one error leads to another error, only the 
first is coded. There is one exception to this general rule, which is explained in Category 
4 regarding word combinations. 
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9. In words that are true misspellings (i.e.. Category 1 errors), additional braille-related 
errors are not coded. That is, a true misspelling takes precedence over all other errors. 

10. Proper nouns representing names of people, characters, or places should be scored 
very leniently. In general, accept whatever spelling the subject has given; however, if 
braille-related errors are clearly present within the proper noun, they may be coded. 



CATEGORY I: SPELLING ERRORS 

Definition: Spelling errors are misspelled words containing no justifiable evidence of 
inappropriate use/non-use of braille contractions, i.e., diose errors which cannot be 
categorized in Categories 2 through 5 below. Regardless of the subcategory, all errors in 
Category 1 will be counted as spelling errors for the NAEP analysis. 

General Guidelines: (a) If reasonable doubt exists as to whether an error belongs to a 
specific error category in 2-5 below, code 1-15-000-0-0; (b) The best procedure for 
identifying Category 1 errors is to exhaust all possibilities for fitting into any other 
Category/Subcategory below; (c) Remember that braille-related errors are not coded in 
Category 1 errors. 

SUBCATEGORY 1-11: HOMONYM ERROR RELATED TO BRAILLE 
CONTRACTIONS 

A. NAEP classifies clear cases of homonym confusion as spelling errors. However, if a 
braille whole-word sign is involved in the OR and/or ER, code I-l 1. (Homonyn 
confiasions not related to braille contractions are coded 1-15.) 

B. In general, identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. However, if the ER 
is not a braille contraction, enter the code for the OR. 

C. Examples: OR ER Code 

there their 1-11-180-F-F 
where wear 1-11-202-F-F 
for four 1-11-095-B-F 
do due 1-11-082-B-E 
know no 1-11-120-F-F 
vour vou're I-11-213-H-F 
it's its 1-11-I16-H-F 

SUBCATEGORY 1-12: UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT AT FULL SPELLING OF 
CONTRACTION 

A. These errors are clear attempts to spell out a word-level braille contraction instead of 
using the appropriate contraction. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 
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C. Examples: OR ER Code 

aginst 
throo 
creashun 

against 
through 
creation 

1-12-035-H-F 
1-12-186-F-F 
1-12-047-G-C 

SUBCATEGORY 1-13: WORD ILLEGIBLE BY VISUAL ANALYSIS 

A. Words which cannot be visually analized and transcribed due to poor erasures are 
coded 1-13. 

B. This subcategory includes meaningless braille symbols, or a series of symbols, 
standing for a word and identified with $. However, before coding 1-13. be certain that 
Category 2 errors have been excluded as possibilities. 

C. Identification and grouping codes are not specified. Code all errors in this 
subcategory as 1-13-000-0-0. 

SUBCATEGORY 1-14: OTHER BRAILLE-RELATED MISSPELLINGS 

A. This is the "other" subcategory for Category 1. If a braille-related misspelling does 
not fit into previous subcategories, it is coded 1-14 and the error is described in the 
"Comments" section on the Scoring Sheet. 

B. If coded 1-14. there must be a misspelling in the grade I translation of the word and 
there must be a plausible explanation for some degree of confusion from the braille code. 

C. Errors in this section should not be confused with 3-36 errors where a letter is added 
due to confusion. 

D. Include in this subcategory a word written as two words when the 2 primary parts 
represent braille contractions (e.g .. some times would be coded here; cow boy would be 
coded 1-15). 

E. Base identification and grouping codes on the ER. However, if the error cannot be 
directly related to a specific contraction, code 1-14-000-0-0. 

F. Examples: OR ER Code 

everwhere 
ir^tojhe 
some times 

everywhere 
into the 
sometimes 

1-14-000-0-0 
1-14-114-D-F 
1-14-000-0-0 

AT 
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SUBCATEGORY 1-15: TRUE MISPELLINGS-NOT CODABLE IN ANY OTHER 
CATEGORY AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH NAEP GUIDELINES 

A. Exhaust all other possibilities for classifying errors before coding in this category. 

B. If a letter or part-word contraction within an OR and ER are phonetically similar on a 
reversal error (e.g., binch/ b^ch), code in this subcategory. However, if other similar 
reversals exist in a subject's writing which are not phonetically similar, code 2-23 since 
sufficient evidence exists to classify it a reversal. 

C. Clear cases of homonym confusion that do not contain a word-level braille contraction 
in the OR and ER are coded 1-25. 

D. Words divided incorrectly at the end of lines when sufficient space exists for correct 
hyphenation are coded here. (Note that hyphenation errors caused by space limitations 
are coded 5-53.) 

E. Other spelling errors identified by NAEP (1980) include: (a) two words made into 
one (e.g, alot); (b) one ward written as two (e.g., cow boy/cowboy); (c) plurals not 
formed or farmed incorrectly; (d) words reversed (e.g., tap/pat), but NOT single-cell 
whole word signs (e.g., do/from is coded 2-23); and, (e) sentences started with a numeral. 

F. Identification and grouping codes are not recorded, so all errors are coded 
1-15-000-0-0. 

G. Examples: OR ER Code 

binch 
de^ 
h^ 
deth 

bench 
de^ 
heart 
death 
since 

1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 
1-15-000-0-0 

s^se 
cow boy 
terible 
odd looking 

cowboy 
terrible 
odd-looking 
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CATEGORY 2: CHARACTER-LEVEL ERRORS 

Definition: Character-level errors are those restricted to a single braille cell and involve 
some malformation of the intended letter or contraction according to one of the error 
subcategories below. 

General Procedures: (a) To be coded in Category 2, the word must be spelled correctly 
with the exception of the one cell in which the error is involved; (b) The letter/contraction 
code is alwavs based on the ER, never on the OR; (c) If reasonable doubt exists as to 
whether the OR was due to an encoding (brailling) error or was a legitimate spelling 
error, code 1-15-000-0-0. 

SUBCATEGORY 2-21: MISSED DOT 

A. In a missed dot error, one dot was randomly omitted from a letter or contraction. If 
this one dot were added to the OR, the word would be spelled correctly. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

SUBCATEGORY 2-22: ADDED DOT 

A. In an added dot error, one dot was randomly added to a letter or contraction. If this 
one dot were removed from the OR, the word would be spelled correctly 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

Mok 
crosswakk 
qest 

Mom 
crosswalk 
forest 

2-21-0I3-A-A 
2-21-012-A-A 
2-21-095-C-C 

C. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

labana 
andond 
thop 

banana 
pond 
shop 

2-22-002-A-A 
2-22-016-A-A 
2-22-167-C-C 
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SUBCATEGORY 2-23: REVERSAL 

A. Reversal errors involve left-right mirror reversal of one letter or character. A reversal 
can make no sense in the context of the entire word; that is, the error is clearly out of 
place. 

B. As mentioned previously, if the OR and ER are phonetically similar (pin/pen), the 
error is coded as a uoie misspelling (1-15-000-0-0). Generally, such phonetically similar 
errors will be restricted primarily to e/i and i/e confiisions. However, if other similar 
reversals exist which are not phonetically similar, then coding in this subcategory is 
justified. 

C. Identification and grouping errors are based on the ER. 

D. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

jallway hallway 2-23-008-A-A 
ofout without 2-23-206-C-D 
was his 2-23-110-D-F 

SUBCATEGORY 2-24: ROTATION 

A. In a rotation error, the OR has an identical dot pattern to the ER, but in a different 
spatial orientation (excluding reversals). If the rotation in the OR were systemmatically 
rotated, it would eventually match the ER. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

C. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

stshbbom stubborn 2-24-021 - A-A 
not the 2-24-179-D-F 
est cart 2-24-045-C-C 

SUBCATEGORY 2-25: VERTICAL MISALIGNMENT 

A. A vertical misalignment involves misplacing a character from the top part of the cell 
to the bottom, or from bottom to tap. 
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B. In cases where double-letters are formed by a letter being placed in the lower part of 
the cell (e.g., b/bb; g/gg), code as a Category 1-14 spelling error rather than a vertical 
misalignment. In these cases, reasonable doubt exists as to whether the correct spelling 
was known by the subject. 

C. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

just was 2-25-199-D-F 
be because 2-25-049-E-D 
stopf stop 2-25-239-I-G 

SUBCATEGORY 2-26: MISPLACED DOT 

A. An character with a misplaced dot involves an OR that is clearly out of context in the 
word and sentence due to the misplacement of a single dot. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

I Can 2-26-009-B-F 

SUBCATEGORY 2-27: MALFORMED SIGNAL DOTS 

A. Errors in this category involve the malformation of dots which precede other letters 
or contractions, specifically, initial letter contractions (preceded by dots 5, 4-5, or 4-5-6) 
and final letter contractions (preceded by dots 4-6, 5-6, or 6). This is the only category 
where errors in the formation of signal dots can be coded, even though they may 
represent error categories as listed above. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the braille unit that is represented in 
the ER. 

C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

Iw 
*n 
nname 

world 
name 
nation 

2-27-209-F-F 
2-27-134-F-F 
2-27-047-G.C 
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CATEGORY 3: WORD-LEVEL. CONTRACTION ERRORS 

Definition: Word-level contraction errors are those which involve an entire word or more 
than one cell within a word and which violate one or more rules which govern grade 2 
English Braille American Edition—1959 (Revised 1980). 

General Procedures: (a) Words which contain a "true" spelling error (Category 1) carmot 
be coded in this Category even if a contraction error is also present; (b) In general, grade 
1 translations of Category 3 errors represent correct spellings. However, exceptions are 
made under two specific condition described in Subcategories 3-33 and 3-36; (c) English 
Braille American Edition [Revised 1980] is used to make judgements concerning correct 
usage of braille contractions; (d) Where clear evidence exists that more than one 
Category 3 error is present in a word, multiple errors can be coded; (e) Errors in this 
category represent either non-use or inappropriate use of braille contractions. 

SUBCATEGORY 3-31: NON-USE OF AN APPROPRIATE CONTRACTION 

A. Errors in this subcategory involve using a full spelling of a contraction rather than the 
appropriate contraction (except for specific non-uses as described in 3-32). 

B. Errors may involve non-use of either whole-word signs or part-word signs within 
words. 

C. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

SUBCATEGORY 3-32: NON-USE OF APPROPRIATE CONTRACTION IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH PUNCTUATION COMPOSITION SIGN OR 
BEGINNING/END OF LINE 

A. This is a special case of Subcategory 3-31. Errors again involve use of full spelling, 
but in contact with either a punctuation mark, a composition sign, or at the beginning or 
end of a line. 

with 
city 
forest (2) 

with 
city 
forest 

3-31-206-B-F 
3-31-118-G-C 
3-31-095-C-C 
3-31-174-C-C 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 287 
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C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

hidden. hidden. 3-32-086-E-D 
merry-go-round merry-go-round 3-32-101-B-E 
Was Was 3-32-199-D-F 

SUBCATEGORY 3-33: INAPPROPRIATE USE OF CONTRACTION WHEN 
FULL-SPELLING REOUIRED 

•A.. Errors in this subcategory involve use of a contraction when a code rule specifies that 
it cannot be used and must be spelled in full. 

B. This category includes instances where a one-cell whole-word sign is used as part of a 
word, which is one e.xception to the general rule requiring correct grade 1 translation. See 
outdoors" example below. 

C. Subcategories 3-34, 3-35. 3-36, and 3-37 are special cases of inappropriate use of 
contractions. Exhaust all possibilities that an error would fall into one of those categories 
before coding 3-33. 

D. In cases where the ER contains a contraction that requires full spelling, use the 
letter/contraction code represented by the error in the OR. 

E. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER; however, if there is a plausible 
explanation, the codes can be based on the OR (e.g., reduce). 

F. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

SUBCATEGORY 3-34: INAPPROPRIATE USE OF A PARTIALLY-CONTRACTED 
SPELLING WHEN ANOTHER CONTRACTION SHOULD BE USED 

A. In this subcategory, a partially-contracted spelling involves the incorrect usage of one 
or more "smaller" contractions to represent a "larger" contraction which is required by 
the braille code. 

bv his 
oudoors 
easy 
reduce 

^J}is 
outdoors 

3-33-110-D-F 
3-33-149-B-F 
3-33-083-C-C 
3-33-084-C-C 

easy 
reduce 
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B. Subcategory 3-34 does not involve preference choice rules, e.g., an upper sign takes 
preference over a lower sign. Violations of preference choice rules and other specific 
rules are coded 3-35. 

C. Identification codes and grouping are based on the ER. 

D. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

with with 3-34-206-B-F 
although although 3-34-040-H-F 
every every 3-34-091-F-F 
first first 3-34-094-H-F 
can not cannot 3-34-064-F-F 

SUBCATEGORY 3-35: INAPPROPRIATE USE OF AN ALTERNATE 
CONTRACTION IN PREFERENCE TO APPROPRIATE CONTRACTION 

A. Errors in this subcategory represent violations of preference choice rules specified in 
the braille code, e.g., choose the contraction that saves the most space. Violations of the 
following rules of the braille code are included: X-35; XII-38b; XIV-45b, 45e, 45f; 
XV-46d. 

B. In certain instances, use of a specific contraction is prohibited by a code rule (e g.. 
contractions cannot cross the two parts of a compound word), but an alternative 
contraction is available which can be used (e.g., see "stronghold" below). Such errors are 
coded 3-35. See Rule X-34b for applicable rules and examples. 

C. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. Place the contraction used in 
the OR in the "Comments" section. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

bubble bubMe 3-35-058-C-C 
nation nation 3-35-047-G-C 
stronghold stronghold 3-35-143-C-C 
offer offer 3-35-140-C-C 

SUBCATEGORY 3-36: INAPPROPRIATE ADDITION OF CONTRACTION OR 
LETTER TO A WORD RESULTING IN AN EXTRA LETTER 

A. These errors involve the incorrect addition of a contraction to a base word resulting in 
an extra letter, especially when ed or ^ is added to a contraction ending in an "e." 
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B. This subcategory is the second exception to the rule specifying correct grade I spelling 
of words. 

C. Identification and grouping codes are based on the contraction in either the ER or OR, 
whichever is most likely to have caused the extra letter. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

dieed died 3-36-084-C-D 
brailleed brailled 3-36-060-H-F 
silenceer silencer 3-36-087-G-C 
receiveer receiver 3-36-161-H-F 

SUBCATEGORY 3-37: INAPPROPRIATE USE OF CONTRACTION IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH PUNCTUATION MARK OR BEGINNING OF LINE 

A. This subcategory involves the incorrect use of a contraction in conjunction with a 
punctuation mark or at the beginning of a line when the foil spelling is required. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are based on the OR. 

C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

"Were "Were 3-37-200-D-F 
—consider —consider 3-37-071-E-C 
well-to-do well-to-do 3-37-190-B-F 

SUBCATEGORY 3-38: OTHER WORD-LEVEL ERRORS 

A. Use this category only when a legitimate word-level error carmot be placed in one of 
the categories above. A clear rationale must be available to justify coding 3-38. 

B. Clearly specify the rule violation and rationale under the "Comments" section on the 
coding sheet. 
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CATEGORY 4: INTER-WORD-LEVEL ERRORS 

Definition: Inter-vvord-Ievel errors are those involving two distinct words which may or 
may not be separated by spaces according to rules for writing grade 2 braille. 

General Procedures: (a) An error in this category may often lead to one or more 
additional errors, especially in the use of to, into, and by. In such cases, code the first tw 
errors in the series starting from the first one at the extreme left; (b) The lastest revision 
of the braille code which eliminated the "natural pause" rule in spacing 
a/and/for/of/the/with and to/into/by should be applied. In these instances, write "New 
Rule Violation" in the Comments section on the coding sheet. 

SUBCATEGORY 4-41: INAPPROPRIATE SPACING RELATED TO USE OF: A. 
AND. FOR. OF. THE. WITH 

A. Errors in this category will involve leaving a space between any combination of the 
above words. 

B. Identification codes are provided between 247 and 254 for each possible combination 
of the above words (e.g., "and the" is 248). 

C. If other words are written next to the above words, code 4-41 and base the 
identification codes on the appropriate single contraction (see "for this" below). 

D. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

E. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

and^.the and the 4-41-248-B-F 
forj.the forjhe 4-41-251-B-F 
for his for his 4-41-095-B-F 
for this for.this 4-41-095-B-F 

SUBCATEGORY 4-42: INAPPROPRLATE SPACING RELATED TO USE OF: TO. 
INTO. BY 

A. A variety of errors will be noted in this category, sometimes associated with a 
Category 3 non-use error. Such initial non-use will often lead to a spacing, or Category 4, 
error. In such cases, the non-use error is coded first, and the spacing error coded next. If 
other errors are caused by the combination of the first two, they should not be coded (see 
"to be" below). However, if an error unrelated to the spacing is present, it may be coded 
also (see "to school" below). 
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B. When into is written as two words, this error is coded as 1-14 in accordance with 
NAEP guidelines (see "in to town" below). 

C. When the first word in a two-word combination is written in connection with to, into. 
and ^ without an intervening space, code the error in this subcategory (see "went to 
town" below). 

D. Identification and grouping errors are based on the ER. 

E. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

4-42-190-D-F 
3-31-062-D-F 
4-42-062-D-F 
3-3I-190-D-F 
4-42-190-D-F 
4-42-190-D-F 
3-33-110-D-F 
3-31-190-D-F 
4-42-190-D-F 
3-31-190-D-F 
4-42-190-D-F 
3-31-066-C-C 
1-14-114-D-F 
4-42-190-D-F 

SUBCATEGORY 4-43: INAPPROPRIATE SPACING RELATED TO USE OF 
OTHER LOWER WHOLE-WORD SIGNS. SPECIFICALLY: IN. WAS 

A. Errors in this subcategory involve writing other lower whole-word next the following 
word without an intervening space. When such errors are present, in and was are most 
often the lower signs involved. 

B. The context of the sentence must be used to determine the specific lower whole-word 
sign that is involved 

C. Identification and grouping codes are based on the ER. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

injhe in^the 4-43-112-D-F 
was there was there 4-43-199-D-F 
—-..7 —  ̂

to^be 
by^a 

to^e 

to^get 

to his 

to^et 

to his — 

to be to be 

to^ school to school 

in to ^own 
went to town 

into town 
wen^to town 
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SUBCATEGORY 4-44: INAPPROPRIATE SPACING NOT RELATED TO LOWER 
WHOLE-WORD SIGNS—RANDOM OMISSION OF SPACES 

A. In cases where it is reasonable to judge that a space was randomly omitted and two 
words were incorrectly written together, code the error 4-44-000-0-0. Again, the context 
of the sentence must be used in judging whether the error belongs to this subcategory. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are not recorded. 

C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

Tomran Tom»fan 4-44-000-0-0 
throughtown through jtown 4-44-000-0-0 

SUBCATEGORY 4-45: OTHER INTER-WORD-LEVEL ERRORS 

A. Use this category only when a legitimate inter-word-level error carmot be placed in 
one of the above categories. 

B. Specify rule violation and rationale under "Comments" section on coding sheet. 
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CATEGORY 5: MISCELLANEOUS BRAILLE-RELATED ERRORS 

Definition: Miscellaneous braille-related errors are violations of the braille code which 
do not fall into any of the above categories/subcategories, such as inappropriate use of 
numbers and composition signs. 

SUBCATEGORY 5-51: INAPPROPRIATE USE OF COMPOSITION SIGNS 

A. Errors in this subcategory will generally involve the inappropriate use of the capital 
sign, italic sign, or letter sign. When use of composition signs fail to conform to the 
braille code, they are coded 5-51. 

B. Record the Identification Code for the composition signs, not the word, letter, or 
contraction that follows. 

C. Identification and grouping codes are based on either the OR or ER, depending upon 
which best identifies the error. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

I (double cap) I (single cap) 5-51-223-J-H 
THE The 5-51-223-J-H 
13;b I3b 5-51-235-J-H 

SUBCATEGORY 5-52: INAPPROPRIATE USE OF NUMBERS 

A. In most cases, errors in this subcategory will involve the use of Nemeth code in 
literary composition. No writing samples were collected for this study which involved 
mathematical or scientific writing and, therefore, all numbers should be written in the 
literary format. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are always 236-A-B. 

C. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

156 (Nemeth) 156 (Literary) 5-52-236-A-B 
bf 26 5-52-236-A-B 

SUBCATEGORY 5-53: END-OF-LINE ERRORS NOT RELATED TO 
CONTRACTION USAGE 
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A. This subcategory includes a two types of errors that may be found at the end of lines 
which do not relate to the use of contractions. If related to contraction usage, errors are 
coded in Category 3. 

B. The first type of error relates to the arbitrary division of errors when the end of the line 
is encountered, i.e., a hypen is placed in the last cell on the current line or the first cell of 
the next line. In order to be coded 5-53, the word itself must be spelled correctly. If either 
the word is spelled incorrectly or if the word is hyphenated incorrectly when space exists 
to divide it correctly, the error is coded 1-15. 

C. The second type of error in this subcategory involves omitted dots due to running off 
the page while writing. Only one-half of the braille cell (dots 4, 5, and/or 6) can be 
involved and the rest of the word must be spelled correctly. If a fiill cell or more cells are 
off the page, the error must be coded 

D. Examples are difficult to illustrate, so none are provided. On the coding sheets, the 
error must be described under the OR, ER, and Comments sections. 

E. No identification or grouping codes are recorded. All errors in this subcategory are 
coded 5-53-000-0-0. 

SUBCATEGORY 5-54: RANDOMLY ADDED DOTS/SPACES NEXT TO OR 
WITHIN WORDS 

A. There are two types of errors that can be coded here. The first involves the random 
addition of dots just before or after words which, in the context of the sentence, are 
meaningless. The word itself must be spelled correctly, with the exception of the random 
dots. While they may represent a letter or contraction, the dot, patterns are still 
meaningless in context. Random dot errors are restricted to two cells only. If more than 
two cells are involved, code 1-15. 

B. The second type of error involves the random placement of a space within a word. If 
the space were removed, the word would be spelled correctly and the word would make 
sense in the context of the sentence. 

C. No identification or grouping codes are recorded, so all errors are coded 5-54-000-0-0. 

D. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

comThe 
from roe 

the 
frog 

5-54-000-0-0 
5-54-000-0-0 
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SUBCATEGORY 5-55: USE OF FULL CELLS FOR CORRECTION PURPOSES 
NEXT TO OR WITHIN WORDS 

A. These errors involve using full braille cells ("for" signs) to blot out errors before, 
within, or after words rather than attempting to erase. With the exception of the full 
cell(s), the word must be spelled correctly. 

B. Identification and grouping codes are not recorded, so all errors in this subcategory are 
coded 5-55-000-0-0. 

C. Examples: OR ER Error Code 

SUBCATEGORY 5-56: WORD CHOICE ERRORS RELATED TO BRAILLE 
CONTRACTIONS 

A. NAEP identifies word choice errors as a specific category apart from spelling errors. 
These errors result when "one word is used instead of another that clearly would have 
been better" (Mullis & Melton. 1980, p. 40). Although not stated specifically, it is 
presumed that in order to be coded as a word choice error, the word must first be spelled 
correctly. Refer to Mullis & Mellon (1980) for specific guidelines. 

B. Of interest here are word choice errors which are related to braille contractions, 
especially whole-word signs. This category is used to identify uses of contractions for 
which the student, in all probability, does not actually know the correct meaning or word 
associated with the contraction. Codable word choice errors will be words written 
correctly in braille, but clearly out of context of the sentence. 

C. The number of word choice errors should be totaled and recorded on line Y of the 
"NAEP Writing Analysis—Scoring Sheet." 

D. Identification and grouping codes are based on the OR, never the ER. 

E. E.xamples: OR ER Error Code 

st#op 
car#. 
##sun 

stop 
car. 
sun 

5-55-000-0-0 
5-55-000-0-0 
5-55-000-0-0 

which 
it 

where 
at 

5-56-203-B-F 
5-56-115-B-E 
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SUBCATEGORY 5-57: OTHER BRAILLE-RELATED ERRORS 

A. Use this category' only when a clear justification can be provided. 

B. Specific the rule violation and rationale under the "Comments" section on the coding 
sheet. 
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CODING SCHEME FOR 
SPELLING/BRAILLE ERROR ANALYSIS 

Error Codes 
1. Spelling Errors 

11. Homonym error related to braille contractions (e.g., there/their, where/wear) 
[ER/OR] 

12. Unsuccessful attempt at full spelling of contraction (e.g., aginst/against: 
mor/more: creashun/creation) ER 

13. Word illegible by visual analysis [None] 
14. Other braille-related misspellings-describe error in comments section (e.g., 

everwhere/ever ere) [ER/None) 
15. True misspelling—not codabLe in any other category and in accordance with 

NAEP guidelines (e.g., dear/deer, deth/death: teribie/terrible) [None] 

2. Character-Level Errors 
21. Missed dot (e.g.. k/1; m/x) [ER] 
22. Added dot (e.g., I/b; q/g) [ER] 
23. Reversal (e.g.. r/\v; m/sh) [ER] 
24. Rotation (e.g.. n/the: u/sh) [ER] 
25. Vertical misalignment (e.g. just/was: go/were) [ER] 
26. Misplaced dot (e.g., Can/I]) [ER] 
27. Malformed signal dots [ER] 

3. Word-Level Contraction Errors 
31. Non-use of an appropriate contraction—using full spelling when contraction 

should be used (e.g., sine/sing for/for, forest/forest) [ER] 
32. Non-use of appropriate contracts n in conjunction with punctuation mark, 

composition sign, or beginning/end of line [ER] 
33. Inappropriate use of contraction when full-spelling required, including use of 

one-cell whole-word signs as parts of words (e.g.. use of in phrase _to be; 
ouside/outside) [ER/OR] 

34. Inappropriate use of a partially-contracted spelling w hen another contraction 
should be used—clearly not a category 3-35 preference choice (e.g., 
with/wjth)[ER] 

35. Inappropriate use of an alternate contraction in preference to appropriate 
contraction (e.g., bubble/bubble) [ER] 

36. Inappropriate addition of contraction or letter to a word resulting in an extra 
letter (e.g.. diee^died; brailleed/brailled) [ER/OR] 

37. Inappropriate use of contraction in conjunction with punctuation mark or 
beginning of line [OR] 

38. Other word-level errors (specify rule violation under comments section) 
[OR/ER/None as appropriate] 
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4. Inter-Word-Level Errors 
41. Inappropriate spacing related to use of: a, and, for, of. the, with FERI 
42. Inappropriate spacing related to use of; to, into, by [ER] 
43. Inappropriate spacing related to use of other lower whole-word signs; 

specifically, in and was [ER] 
44. Inappropriate spacing NOT related-to lower-whole word signs—random 

omission of spaces (e.g., Tomran/Tom ran) [None] 
45. Other inter-word-Level errors (specify rule violation under comments section) 

[OR/ER/None as appropriate] 

5. Miscellaneous Braille-Related Errors 
51. Inappropriate use of composition signs [OR/ER] 
52. Inappropriate use of numbers (i.e., use of Nemeth Code in literary 

composition) [236-A-B] 
53. End-of-line errors not related to contraction usage [None] 
54. Randomly added dots/spaces ne.\t to or within words, (e.g., from rog/frog) 

[None] 
55. Use of dull cells for correction purposes ne.\t to or within words [None] 
56. Word choice errors related to braille contractions, as defined by NAEP (e.g., 

which/where: it/at) [OR] 
57. Other Braille-related errors misted above (specify error or rule violation in 

comments section) [OR/ER/ None as appropriate] 

Grouping Codes 

I. Traditional Groupings 
A. Alphabet and Lumbers 
B. One-Cell Signs—Whole Words 
C. One-Cell Signs—Part-Words 
D. Lower Signs-Whole Words 
E. Lower Signs—Part Words 
F. Initial-Letter Contractions 
G. Final-Letter Contractions 
H. Short-Form Words 
I. Punctuation 
J. Composition Signs 
O. Not Applicable 

II. New Groupings (Hamp and Caton, 1984) 
A. Alphabetic Letters 
B. Non-Alphabetic Letters 
C. Phonograms 
D. Morphograms 
E. Logograms-Letter Words 
F. Logograms-Word lets 
G. Modulations-Punctuation 
H. Modulations-Register 
O. Not Applicable Updated 8/30/86 
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APPENDIX C 

LIST OF CODES USED FOR QUALAITATIVE ANALYSIS 
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Teachers 
1. Demographic information 
"Years 
—Setting 
—Background 
—Caseload 
2. Uncontracted braille 
— awareness of grade one braille 
— rationale 
— grade one students' performance on reading 
— expectation of teaching grade one braille 
— responses from other teachers 
— feedbacks from students 
— evaluation 
— criteria to teach grade one braille 
— feedback from parents 
— advantage of grade one braille 
3. others 
— multiple disability 
— material preparation 
— collaboration with classroom teacher 
— interaction with peers and teachers 
— problem of braille 
— transition 
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Students 
1. Demographic information 
— cause of blindness 
~ current vision status 
-- setting 
-- frequency of meeting with TV I 
2. braille 
— beginning of braille learning 
~ grade 2 braille knowledge 
~ Awareness of the differences of grade one and grade two braille 
— Time needed for transition from grade one to grade two Braille 
~ Advantage of grade one Braille 
~ Advantage of grade two Braille 
3. Others 
— Support from family 
— interests of friends regarding braille 
~ interests of classroom teachers 
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APPENDIX D 

DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS 
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Please complete the information below as accurately as possible. Your cooperation will 

be greatly appreciated. 

Teacher 

1. Number of years teaching students with visual impairments : 

Month . Year 

2. Gender: 

3. Your highest degree earned for the education of students with visual impairments : 

4. Current setting that you provide services for students with visual impairments : 

5. Number of students in your caseload/classroom in this academic year : 

6. Number of students in braille instruction in this academic year : 

7. Number of students who are first introduced in uncontracted braille in this academic 

year : 

8. Number of students who are first introduced in contracted braille in this academic 

year: 
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APPENDIX E 

DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS 
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Students 

1. Chronological age (In months and years): 

2. Gender: 

3. Race/ethnicity: 

4. Current grade level as of this academic year : 

5. The cause of the student's visual impairment: 

6. Onset of the student's blindness : 

7. Current acuity of the student: 

8. Current setting of the student to be included : 

9. Current reading level of the student reported on his/her lEP : 

10. The primary reading writing medium of the student: 

11. The secondary reading/writing medium of the student if applicable : 

12. The primary language of the student: 

13. Current geographic region of the student/family : Urban/Rural: 

14. This student's grades are : 

mostly A's 

mostly B's 

mostly C's 

mostly D's 

mostly E's 
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APPENDIX F 

GUIDELINE QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWEES 
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Interview guideline questions 

For students: 

Please describe your experience with learning braille? 

What are your thoughts about contracted and uncontracted braille? 

Do you know why you were taught in uncontracted braille? 

Do you agree with the decision at this point? Why or why not? 

What were the advantages and disadvantages of learning uncontracted braille first? 

For teachers: 

How were you first aware of the issue related to uncontracted and contracted braille? 

What motivated you to teach uncontracted braille for early graders? 

What are the foundations of your decision? 

What are your expectations from this approach? 

How would you evaluate the success of this approach? 

What is the feedback from students? 

Does teaching in uncontracted braille affect attitudes of sighted peers, classroom 

teachers, and parents? 
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APPENDIX G 

SUMMARY OF STUDENT INTERVIEW 
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Judv 

Judy pointed out that her favorite subject area was reading. Judy is placed in a 

public school setting and has received itinerant teacher service. When asked, Judy 

indicated that uncontracted braille was easier than contracted braille. The student said, 

"It's easier to, for me. it's easier to read it and I can go faster if I don't have to keep 

wondering which sign is this, which sign is this!" 

Judy tried to teach braille to several friends in uncontracted braille. However, it 

was not diat successful. "I tried to teach her grade one. 1 figured it would be easier for 

her. 1 tried to teach her but she just doesn't really get it." 

Judy reported that transition to contracted braille was a very interesting thing. "1 

thought it was pretty cool. 1 thought it was pretty cool because there was a whole other 

way of writing that I never thought there was." Judy pointed that beginning with 

uncontracted braille was helpful to leam reading. "It was easier to understand and also 

because it's a little easier to leam and it doesn't take so much to remember." 

Judy pointed out that the teacher required Judy to leam all spellings in 

uncontracted although the transition has been already made to contracted braille. 

It had on the first column it had the word in grade two and if you didn't know it 

with the contractions and all and you could go to die ne.xt word in the next column 

and it had the same word that was written in grade one. 

Judy indicated some difficulty reading contracted braille. When necessary, the teacher or 

the mother helps her to leam new contractions. "I usually ask my mom for help if I'm at 

home and if I'm school, I ask my vision teacher for help." Both Judy's mother and father 
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were visually impaired persons and were able to read braille. She pointed out that it was 

very helpflil for her parent to read braille and thought that other students would be able to 

receive assistance of reading from their parents if they could read braille. 

Maybe their kids could teach them if they knew it. But if they didn't know it, I 

think there's like a course that they can get that would help them to leara it. So if 

their kids need help, they can ask their parents for help. 

Judy indicated that contracted braille was neat as she could save some spaces by 

writing in contracted braille. However, she thought that to begin with uncontracted 

braille would be easier for other students with visual impairments to learn braille. 

Robert 

Robert's primary medium of reading and writing was braille while he indicated 

that he used large printing limited cases, especially for math notations. He said, "I have a 

magnifier - it's called a flipper port and I just take it from class to class and bring it out 

whenever 1 need it for print. Like in math and a little bit of science." He is enrolled in a 

public school setting and has received itinerant teacher service over the years. 

When asked whether any of his sighted friends could read braille, he said, "No. 

They usually just ask what is A or B. They don't really know any of the other ones 

"cause I normally use contractions instead of regular braille so they can't really read it." 

He indicated that it was similar while he was in first or second grade while he was using 

uncontracted braille. He also reported that neither his mother nor his father could read 

braille although they tried to leam it. 
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Robert indicated that the decision to begin with uncontracted braille was helpful 

for him to acquire necessary reading skills. 

Well, first of all, if there was ever a book that wasn't Grade Three and up or 

whatever, I would be able to read it. And if it was ever Grade Three, I still 

would be able to read it and if it had some Grade One in it I could still read that 

too. 

He said. He implied that he did not have a strong opinion on the topic and as long as he 

could learn to read, he did not favor one teaching method over another. "You know I 

mean it doesn't matter to me. Still, I think this way is good because I've never been 

taught the other way. So I think this works out pretty well." Regarding the advantage of 

learning contracted braille, he said, "Well, first of all, I think it's quicker. It would 

happen a lot easier. It would be a lot faster. If you wanted it done quickly, it would be 

the way." Robert mentioned that the use of uncontracted braille gave him an opportimity 

to familiarize himself to braille. 

Sidnev 

Sidney was the oldest student among the students interviewed and was graduated 

from high school at the time the interview was conducted. She spent six years in self 

contained setting and attended to a public school. 

Sidney pointed out that contracted braille was better for reading. "Well, I like 

Grade Two better. It's faster. Well, it takes up less space too and it makes writing faster 

if you're writing in braille." However, she noted that it was helpful to begin with 

uncontracted braille. In other words, although she believed that contracted braille was 
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better for reading speed and space-saving, uncontracted braille was more helpful at the 

beginning. 

1 know that learning Grade One first helped me to learn how to spell. And in 

stead of just putting an L for like, you know, you had to spell it out. Because it's 

not enough to know...I mean in this world, you have to know how to spell. 

She indicated that she started learning keyboarding skill with reading braille. 

Sidney reported that learning the two skills was very effective as one skill reinforced 

another skill. "Yes. It was excellent Grade One learning with the keyboard because 

nothing really was different because everything was spelled out." Sidney pointed out that 

beginning with contracted braille might give her a great difficulty with regards to spelling 

skills. 

Sidney mentioned that she attempted to teach several individuals and she started 

with uncontracted braille. She reported that all of them were very successful in learning 

braille. "1 just think it's a more thorough teaching because that was at least, 1 taught a 

few people braille and that's the way that 1 do it." 

Currently, Sidney indicated that she was using both braille and listening to 

recorded books or computer speech for reading. She indicated that braille was her 

preferred method way of reading. 

1 love braille. I think braille is great. 1 think that if anyone has a chance to read it 

or learn it, it's better than listening to audio or even computers sometimes because 

not everything is going to be in those formats and even in braille sometimes it's 
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hard but at least you have the reading skills in braille that you wouldn't have if 

you just listened to a tape. 

Jason 

He began learning braille from preschool and the current teacher has taught the 

student from the beginning. Attending a public school, Jason receives itinerant teacher 

service. His mother was and individual with visual impairment and helped Jason for 

reading braille. "Sometimes I practiced it with my mom and oh boy, I got stuck 

sometimes. What she would do is she would tell me the dots to write braille 'cause I'm 

using a slate and stylus, not a peg slate." 

He indicated that the transition from uncontracted braille to contracted braille was 

not that easy. 

Well, at first, I just felt that I couldn't get Grade Two because sometimes it had 

these words of the story that tried to - it just, they didn't put them in the story to 

read them, they put them in the middle of the story and it was like, "Oh, my 

goodness!" Um, it's not so difficult anymore. 

Like other students interviewed, Jason also mentioned that contracted braille generally in 

reading was more effective. "The Grade Two braille, like I said earlier, is much more 

faster than Grade One because Grade One, like I said earlier, you have to write out all the 

letters." However, Jason also reported that begiiming with uncontracted braille was 

helpful for him to learn braille reading. I think that learning Grade One before Grade 

Two was much better than learning Grade Two at first. 
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The student had some difficulty recalling the process of learning because it 

happened and thus fiirther information was received from his teacher. She said. 

Initially, it was a parent request. I had never done that in the past. Historically, I 

started my kids with Grade Two and she had two students that I was starting vvith. 

She had an older sibling of his that was just starting First Grade and then he was 

starting in pre-school. And then I started them both on Grade One at her request 

and actually determined it was a better way to go and I've done that since. 

Unlike other cases where teachers decided to teach uncontracted braille first, Jason was 

introduced to uncontracted braille first by the request of his parent. The teacher further 

discussed that the parent believed that begirming with uncontracted braille would give 

Jason better foundation of reading. "She felt that it established a sounder base for spelling 

and for understanding how words go together in the English language - to have that base 

first before introducing the shorthand." 
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SUMMERY OF TEACHER INTERVIEW 
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Jeanna 

Jeanna has been working as a teacher for students with visual impairments for 26 

years in a public school setting. Majoring in both learning disability and visual 

impairment, she was fascinated by braille which motivated her to work in the field of 

students with visual impairments. "Well, just the fascination with Braille and with the 

students and how well they did and how well they were able to function." 

She currently has two braille students both of who began learning uncontracted 

braille. Trying to find the system that works, she thought that uncontracted braille would 

be suitable for one of her student who had learning disability along with visual 

impairment. 

...when you have kids that have difficulties you've got to start with grade one 

because to begin with, I have two examples. Susan had some sight when she was 

little. We used large print at first and then had to quickly go into Braille. Randy 

was bom totally blind. He has no light perception at all. And the difference 

between those two kids - Randy is of course concrete that if we're telling him that 

here's a word that we know is ten letters long or eight letters long, but we can 

contract it into one. it confused him. 

Randy's learning disability would make it difficult}' for Randy to understand the complex 

rules and contractions associated with contracted braille. Jeanna strongly believed that 

individual differences of students with visual impairments should be considered to 

choose an appropriate reading and writing medium for students with visual impairments, 

especially those with additional disabilities. 
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There's the 1958 guideline from the Dept. of Education that says that any child 

who has a visual or hearing impairment cannot be considered learning disabled. 

And it was not true then and it's not true now. I did have a Braille student the 

first year I came in and she was very bright. So she really set a stage for me that I 

found out later on that I couldn't follow. Because not all the children and ... 

Randy's very bright but again, it's that Braille that's got him bogged down. 

Both Susan and Randy are doing pretty well for school work and Jeanna believes 

that the introduction of uncontracted braille helped them a lot to be in current level. She 

indicated that she would consider teaching uncontracted braille for other students with 

visual impairments if appropriate. 

Well, just looking at the individual and do they fall into the slow learner range 

and they would be struggling with reading if they had sight. Special needs type 

of children where it's difficult for them to discern dot configuration. 

Jeanna pointed out that the lack of braille materials is an important problem to be 

reviewed. Not many books, especially in college level, are produced in braille. 

Well now what Susan is going to encounter in two years is that all of a sudden. 

Braille is going to dry up for her unless she, herself, does it. Because obviously, 

you don't have Braille books on a college level and you're not going to have a 

transcriber, you're going to have a reader. 1 don't think she'll ever forget it. It's 

just like us - if we're exposed to French for a little while we're not going to forget 

how to read it but it is going to be tougher on her. And then certainly unless she 
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gets a computer with a scanner and everything, then she's not going to have much 

coming to her in Braille anymore after she graduates from high school. 

Jeanna expressed advantage of uncontracted braille as one to one correspondence 

with printed characters. "For the child who has that concrete need. Then also looking at 

certainly if they're special needs in terms of limited perhaps tactilely." 

Tony 

Tony worked as an elementary school teacher for a year. She had a student with 

visual impairment in her classroom and she thought that it would be interesting to work 

with students with visual impairments. In addition, she said that braille might be another 

thing that motivated her to work in this field. After acquiring master's degree in special 

education, she has been working as an itinerant teacher mainly in a public school setting. 

Among three braille students that she had in her first year of teaching, one of the students 

had traumatic brain injury which was the reason that Tony decided to teach uncontracted 

braille. 

The third student is the one 1 used Grade One Braille. Starting from scratch, it 

was a student who had a traumatic brain injury, and as a result had lost all of her 

vision. It was questionable whether or not that she should have been learning 

braille but it was something the parent really wanted and we agreed to try it that 

year. We're doing grade one Braille with her because that's more closely 

correlated to what she remembered. With that, I started out trying to do a lot of 

language experience things, like scanning lines - things that you might find from 

a magazine. She was a teenager at the time. But really she had no interested in 
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that. The only thing, the only way we could make a connection was just through 

drill and practice with flash cards. 

As indicated by Tony, there were many reasons that uncontracted braille would be 

appropriate for a certain student. Tony expressed that using same materials with sighted 

peers, constancy with printed materials, and spelling skills were the main reasons to 

consider the use of uncontracted braille from the begirming. 

If 1 had manage to keep them as they went into kindergarten, 1 would have 

wanted to do that just to give them... because all of my students are in the regular 

class and 1 think that would give them more opportunities to learn in the regular 

classroom - less frustration, able to use the same materials the other kids are 

using without having to learn so many contractions all at one time. I've also seen 

a lot of braille students who don't really understand the difference between what a 

character is and what a letter is. You ask them what's the last character of a word 

is and they say "e r" because it ends in "er". So 1 think that it's an important 

distinction especially with doing any type of handwriting, computer work, typing, 

that sort of thing. 

She also expressed strong feeling about the use of uncontracted braille and more frequent 

interaction and better support from classroom teachers. She said, "It gave them a much 

better chance to receive instructions from their teachers when I wasn't there." However, 

material preparation was a problem for her to teach her students in uncontracted braille as 

she had to rely on Perkins Brailler to produce necessary materials for her students. She 

said, "i primarily used a Perkins Brailler and then for awhile I had access to a Braille and 
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Speak and 1 used it." Tony pointed out that the uniqueness and learning needs of 

individual students should be the most important factor when considering reading and 

writing medium. 

1 think if you got a kid who might be only reading only reading life-skill signs, 

survival signs, he would really need to learn those in Grade Two because that's 

what those are produced in. But on the other hand, - and if you got a student who 

is going to be confused by two different ways to write a word - a Grade One way 

and a Grade Two way - then you might be better off with just going with the 

Grade Two way because as they grow up and get older and want to get braille 

materials, they're going to be in Grade Two. But at the same time, you might 

have a student who was capable with Grade One Braille, reading with it and being 

very proficient, well maybe not very but able to meet their needs with that and 

who couldn't learn all of the Grade Two Braille. So I think it would be very 

individualized. 

Tony expressed her opinion on how long students would be stay with 

uncontracted braille and when they would make transition to contracted braille. 

Well, 1 think for a young student, definitely through the preschool, kindergarten, 

first grade and somewhere in second grade or definitely by the beginning of third 

grade, be doing Grade Two Braille. For an older student what I think 1 would 

tend do is teach them Grade One Braille and if they're comfortable with it let 

them use it but then immediately teach them Grade Two Braille. Start them off 
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with Grade One Braille so they can use it for their assignments and then pretty 

much immediately go into the Grade Two. 

Jane 

Jane worked as an itinerant teacher for last 15 years in a public school setting. In a 

professional conference, she heard a speaker discussing the possibility of the use of 

uncontracted braille from the begirming. The speaker also mentioned about the study 

conducted by Troughton (1992). 

It sounded like a great idea to me because I had previously taught other children 

braille the traditional method which is to introduce the contractions immediately 

after they learn the alphabet in kindergarten and First Grade. And I had 

experienced the frustration that they had gone through learning that way so I was 

willing to try a new way. 

Jane discussed the use of uncontracted braille with other staffs and the parent of the 

student who she is going to implement the new approach. The parent as well as other 

staff members thought that it was an interesting approach and all decided to go with it. 

Unlike many other teachers who had difficulty preparing the materials in uncontracted 

braille, she had a great resource for that. 

Well in our own district, we are very lucky to have our own Braille Media 

Specialist and she would use Megadots and she was able to produce Braille books 

for Tanner. They were just Grade One books and as he learned his contractions, 

she would add those specific contractions to his list and the books or worksheets. 
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whatever that she produced for him would include the contractions that he had 

learned up to that point. 

Jane indicated that rules and contractions of contracted braille could be obstacle 

for students with visual impairments, especially in early grade. 

1 think one of the big benefits of staying with Grade One Braille is that while the 

student is in First Grade and they are really learning how to read, including the 

sounds, the combinations of sounds. If they're just sticking with Grade One 

Braille they're not getting confused with the contractions and the sounds. 

She reported that she had taught two students in begirming with uncontracted braille. 

Both of them acquired necessary braille skills very successfully. She indicated that the 

use of uncontracted braille as well as strong parental support were the two most 

significant factors for the success. She said. "1 think the results are again, a positive. Part 

of the reason that 1 think Tanner was so success was because he has a very, very strong 

parental support." Both the students whom she taught uncontracted braille from 

beginning did not have any additional disabilities. However, she indicated that 

uncontracted braille would be greatly helpful for those who have additional difficulties. 

1 think it's a good approach to use with kids with additional disabilities also. I 

haven't had that experience so that is just a feeling that I have that it would be 

successful with kids maybe with learning disabilities or just a mild developmental 

delays. 

Suzv 
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She has been working as a teacher of students with visual impairments for 20 

years and she also had an experience working volunteer for students with visual 

impairments for 10 years. Suzy first introduced to the topic of using uncontracted braille 

in early grade from one of her friend who was visually impaired. 

My visually impaired friend who taught me braille had a child who was also 

visually impaired. She insisted that her child be kept in alphabet braille. My job 

as a braillist for Indian School District was to braille alphabet braille materials for 

her child for a year. I talked with her about her reasons for insisting that her child 

not be placed in contracted braille sooner, and I agreed with her. 

Suzy personally believed that the importance of parental guide, especially in early grade, 

could not be overemphasized. However, she indicated that the use of contracted braille 

might hinder them from monitoring and helping their child's progress in reading. 

While I was doing volunteer brailling for the State Library, I was brailling books 

for children. Since 1 always took my children to the librar}' by the time they were 

three and read to them while they looked at the words, I was thinking about how 

parents of blind children would introduce the letters of the alphabet to their 

children. My thinking was that any parent who was trying to introduce their child 

to the alphabet would certainly be confused trying to figure out all the 

contractions. A child's experience with words between three and five years old is 

very imponant and I think the parent is the child's most important teacher. After 

talking with my visually impaired friend and others, I made the decision that the 

students I taught would have the opportunity to fully understand the intricacies of 
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language and the best way to do that was to let them see words spelled out before 

they learned the contractions rather than the other way around. 

Suzy pointed out that no sighted children would encourage using contractions in 

printed characters and it would be quite same with students with visual impairments. She 

said, "If I were to teach a sighted child to read, I would never be allowed to teach him/her 

to read print using contractions." 

Suzy taught about 15 students beginning with uncontracted braille and indicated 

that the outcomes were positive. She said 

With the variety of abilities of our students and degree of visual impairments, it is 

difficult to compare one with another. I have been teaching alphabet braille for 

twenty years to selected students and they seem to be comfortable with the 

outcome. 

Suzy pointed out that the difficulty to implement the method, that is to teach 

uncontracted braille from the beginning, was the lack of uncontracted braille materials 

and misunderstanding of other professionals towards the use of uncontracted braille. 

"My frustration over the years has been that the only materials available were in 

contracted braille and that there was real opposition to any suggestion that uncontracted 

braille be used for younger students, especially if they were very bright." 

Suzy reported positive responses from classroom teachers. Classroom teachers 

are much more able to understand a paragraph when the braille has one-on-one 

correspondence to the print alphabet. Sighted students enjoy having their names written 

in braille and comparing them to the braille alphabet card. 
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April 

April has been working for students with visual impairments in various settings 

including residential school, resource room, and itinerant teacher. Her major was special 

education for students with visual impairments. Motivated by a teacher who was blind in 

high school and the use of braille by persons with visual impairments, she decided to 

work with students with visual impairments. April had a female student with visual 

impairment who had brain tumor and the use of uncontracted braille was to help the 

student to gain braille skills. 

1 started using uncontracted Braille with her because she had really great auditory 

skills. She had great Phonics skills - she knew the letters of the Alphabet and 

what sounds they made. And so with her, I just wrote, I just created books for her 

that were phonetically based in uncontracted Braille. The only thing I think that 

was contracted for her was her name because she had already memorized it. So 

she knew how to write her name. But we staned with - and I'm sure to some 

other kid it would have been the most boring thing- but she was thrilled because 

she was finally reading and she got it. I just thought, why not. Why not give this 

kid something she could figure out how to read? 

According to April, the use of uncontracted braille was one of the most significant 

reasons for the student to acquire reading skill. 

I think that not only did it give her that emotional boost of look, I can read now 

but it also allowed her practice a lot more. And 1 just made up tons of books and 
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I used the names of her family and pets and those kinds of things and she just 

thought they were wonderful little books. 

April has taught a couple of students beginning with uncontracted braille and her 

criterion of selecting the students was whether the student had additional disabilities or 

not. "Because they had additional disabilities, especially memory stuff, cognitive issues 

that they just - memory was difficult for them.'' The reason that uncontracted braille 

could be helpful was one to one correspondence with printed characters. 

And also with some of the kids who had even lower cognitive skills -1 was 

thinking about that letter-for-letter, you know, sometimes kids would learn how to 

spell out their names or something like that. It was the letter-for-letter 

representation with uncontracted Braille. 

She further discussed that further research studies should be conducted to know whether 

such approach indeed helped the students to acquire braille skills. 

She indicated that her approach to teach uncontracted braille in early stage of 

learning was successful. 

Whether it was functional for them; whether it allowed them that boost -1 said 

that one student did go on - both eventually went on to using contracted Braille. 

And. you know, if it was really useful to them at that time and whether learning 

that had value for them not only academically but also emotionally. 

In addition, she strongly pointed out that the important thing for reading is not to learn 

the codes (uncontracted braille or contracted braille) but to make meaning out of reading. 
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Kids make approximations when they're learning to read and write. For e.xample, 

if you're teaching a kid to use contracted Braille for whatever reason and the 

student is writing in a joiunal but doesn't remember to use "S V but has sounded 

something out to put an S and a T, I wouldn't get all bent out of shape about it, 

you know what I mean? Because that shows that the student has learned that 

those letters represent those words and that the contractions will come. And if the 

student does remember to use them, well great - then they've kind of internalized 

that, what Tm concerned about is I want teachers with blind kids -1 want them to 

be good reading teachers. 1 don't want them to be good braille teachers. 
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